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Abstract 
In this thesis, we give an introduction to algebraic curves and its applications 
to coding theory. In chapter 1, we start with the Hilbert Nullstellensatz, which 
implies that the points on C? correspond to the maximal ideals of C[a;, y] and in-
troduce the basic notions concerning affine and projective curves. We study the 
fundamental algebraic and topological properties of complex projective curves. 
In particular we consider the Riemann-Roch theorem on compact Riemann sur-
faces. We conclude chapter 1 with a discussion on singular curves, including a 
method to desingularize a singular projective curve and Noether's formula. In 
chapter 2，we introduce the basic coding theory. Efficient noiseless coding and 
the main coding theory problem are explained. The length, size, error-detecting 
ability and error-correction ability of a code will be considered. We discuss linear 
codes and the bounds on codes. Lots of examples will be given to illustrate how 
coding theory is practised. In chapter 3, we consider algebraic curves over finite 
fields which are different from those of over the field of complex numbers. We 
introduce an important algebraic-geometric code, the Goppa codes. We discuss 
the parameters, properties and the bounds of the Goppa codes. Finally, we will 
see that there is a sequence of binary self-dual codes with its parameters which 
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Chapter 1 
Complex algebraic curves 
,~ 
1.1 Foundations 
1.1.1 Hilbert Nullstellensatz 
We state and prove a version of the Hilbert Nullstellensatz. For more information 
about the topic, the reader is referred to [Ar91]' [Ja89], [Ma90] and [Za86]. 
Theorem 1.1 (Nullstellensatz) The maximal ideals of the polynomial ring 
C[XI' ... ,xn] are in one-to-one correspondence with the pair of en. More pre-
cisely, a point a = (aI, : .. ,an) E en corresponds to the kernel Ma of the evala-
tion map 
f(x) ~ f(a) 
Further, Ma is the ideal (Xl - aI, ... , Xn - an) generated by the linear polynomial 
Proof. Let us denote the evalation map by ea : C[XI' ... ,xn] ~ C. Since ea is 
surjective, C[XI, ... , X n]/ Ma is isomorphic to C, hence Ma is a maximal ideal. It 
is clear that each Xv - av E Ma, hence the ideal (Xl - aI, ... ,Xn - an) is a subset 
of the ideal Ma. On the other hand, for any f E Ma, f(a) = 0 and the Taylor 
6 
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expansion at a point a shows that / G {x,-仅丄，…，工，—a,). The difficulty 
of proving this theorem is to show that every maximal ideal M has the form 
(a:i 一 ai,...，Xn 一 an). We want to show that for each v = 1，2,.. •，n，M contains 
a linear polynomial Xy 一 a^, which will finish the proof. 
The idea is to consider for each v the following maps: 
^M — C[Xi，• • . , Xn] ^ C[Xi，. . . , Xn]/M = K 
C[x,]^C[xu...,Xn]/M= K 
and show that ker n , contains some x , 一 a,. We can do this in two steps. 
Step 1. Ker n„ • 0. (Reason: Otherwise, U, maps C[x,] injectively to the field 
K = C[xi，• • .，Xn]/M. 
This extends to an injective field homomorphism C[x^] ~> K. This is a contra-
diction because as a vector space over C，K has a countable basis but C[x,] does 
not.) 
S t ^ 2. Take / ” = Ker H^,九 # 0 .九 cannot be a constant, otherwise M contains 
a nonzero constant，hence 九 factors in C in the form / ( x , ) = (x, 一 c)g{x,). Then 
0 = U,{f) = U,(x,-c)U,{g). 
Hence either x , 一 c G KerU^ or g € KerU,. In the former, we take a, 二 c; in 
the latter case, we apply induction. • 
The above version of the Hilbert Nullstellensatz gives the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.2 L e t f u . . . J r E〔[工丄，…，工』，K = {工 = ( x i , . . . , x . ) e e ： 
/i(T)=…=/r(x) = 0} and I be the ideal generated by /i，...，^. Then 
—霞—l 脑 of the quotient ring R = C[xi,...,x,]// are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the points in V. 
- - - ------------ - --_. __ .. _-_._-----
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Proof. The maximal ideals of R are in one-to-one correspondence with the max-
imal ideals of C[Xl , ... ,xn] which contains I = (fl, ... , fr). By the Hilbert N ull-
stellensatz, the maximal ideal OfC[Xl, ... , xn] is the kernel K er ea of evaluation 
map. Clearly if Ker ea contains I, then fl(a) = ... = fr(a) = 0 and a E V.O 
The following is a weak version of the Hilbert Nullstellensatz. One may regard 
this version as a general theorem of the fundamental theorem of algebra. 
Theorem 1.3 (Weak version of Hilbert Nullstellensatz) Let I be a proper 
ideal ofC[xl,· .. ,xn]. Then there exists a = (aI, ... ,an) E en such that f(a) = 0 
for all f in I. 
Proof. Since I is a proper ideal of C[Xl' ... , xn], there exists a maximal ideal 
M such that I c M C C[Xl,··· ,xn]. Since M is the kernal Ker ea of some 
evalation map ea, f(a) = 0 for all f in 1.0 
Finally, we give the original version of the Hilbert Nullstellensatz. It is in fact 
the version which we shall use in this chapter. 
Corollary 1.1 (Classical version of Nullstellensatz) Let fb ... ,fr E C[Xl' ... ,X 
and V = {x = (Xl, ... ,Xn) E en : fl(X) = ... = Ir(x) = a}. If 9 E C[Xl,··· ,xn] 
vanishes on v, then there exists some power of 9 lies in the ideal generated by 
11, ... , fr. That is, there exists N E N s.t. gN E (11, ... ,Ir). 
Proof. Consider 11 (X), ... ,Ir(x), g(x)y - 1 as polynomials in Xb.' . ,Xn, Y and 
observe that they have no common zero in «;1+1. Then by the weak version of the 
Hilbert Nullstellensatz, lb'·· ,Ir' gy-1 generate all polynomials in Xl,.'.' Xn, y. 
In particular, 
1 = Pl(X, y)ll(X) + ... + Pr(x, Y)lr(x) + q(x, y)(g(x)y - 1) 
L · 1 ettlng y = g(x) , we get 
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Clearing the denominator, we get g^ = hi{x)fi{x) + . •. + hr{x) for some power 
N and some polynomials hi, . •.，h” So g^ G ( / i , • • • ’ / � . • 
1.1.2 Complex algebraic curves in C^ 
We start with the following definitions of complex algebraic curves. The reader 
is referred to [Br86], [Ki92] and [Na84 • 
Definition 1.1 Let P{x, y) be a nonconstant polynomial in two variables over 
C and no repeated factors. Then the complex algebraic curve in C? defined by 
‘ P ( x , y ) is 
C = {{x,y)eC^ : P(z,y) = 0} 
P(z,2/) is called a defining function ofthe algebraic curve C. 
The following theorem can be deduced from the classical version of Hilbert Null-
stellensatz. 
Theorem 1.4 IfP{x,y) and Q{x,y) are polynomials with complex coefficients, 
then 
{(工，y) G C 2 : P{x, y) = 0 } 二 {(工，y) e e : Q ( x , y) = 0 } 
i/ and only if there exist positive integers m and n such that P divides Q^ and 
Q — s P^; or equivalently if and only if P and Q have the same irreducible 
factors, possibly occuring with different multiplicities. 
With the square free condition in definition 1.1，the Hilbert Nullstellensatz gives 
the following corollary. 
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Corollary 1.2 (Corollary of Hilbert Nullstellsatz) If P{x, y) and Q(x,y) 
have no repeated factors, then they define the same complex algebraic curves in 
C2 if and only if 
P{x.y) = XQ{x,y) 
for some nonzero X e C. 
The degree ofan algebraic curve as the degree ofadefining function is well defined. 
A point (a, b) e C is called a singular point of C if |^(a, h) = 0 = |^(a, b). The 
set of singular points of C is denoted by Sing{C). 
Definition 1.2 The multiplicity of the curve C defined by P(x,y) at a point 
(a.M G C is the smallest positive integer m such that 
d^P 
^ .^ • (a, b) • 0 
dooidy3、，)广 
/or some iJ e N such that i + j 二 m. Note that (a, b) is singular if and only if 
its multiplicity is greater than 1. 
The polynomial Ei+,=m 錄 ( 仃 ’ 6 产 1 ” ) ) is then homogeneous of degree m 
in {x 一 a) and {y 一 b). By the fundamental theorem of algebra it factors as the 
product of m linear polynomials of the form 
a(a: - a) + 0{y 一 b) where {a, 0) e C^ - {(0，0)} 
Definition 1.3 The lines defined by the above m linear polynomials are called 
—tangent lines to C at the point {a,h). If (a，6) is a nonsingular point, C has 
just one tangent line at (a, b) defined by 
dP dP 
‘(a，h){x 一 a) + - ( a , h){y 一 h) = 0 
// (a,6) is a singular point and if the m linear polynomials are distinct defining 
^e m distinct tangent lines, then (a, b) is called an ordinary singular point 
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Definition 1.4 A . curve C defined by a polynomial P(x, y) is called irreducible if 
the polynomial is irreducible, that is, if P(x, y) has no factors other than con-
stants and scalar multiples of itself. If the irreducible factors of P(x, y) are 
PI (x, y), ... , Pk(x, y), then the curves defined by PI (x, y), ... , Pk(x, 'y) are called 
the (irreducible) components of C. 
1.1.3 Complex projective curves in JP>2 
We first define complex projective spaces. 
Definition 1.5 Complex projective spaces pn of dimension n is the set of com-
plex one dimensional subspaces of the complex vector space (;1+1. Any nonzero 
vector (xo, ... , xn) E (;1+1 represents an element x of pn. We call (Xo, ... , xn) 
homogeneous coordinates for x and write x = [xo, . .. , xn]. Then 
]p>n = {[xo, ... , xn] : (xo, ... ,xn) E cn+1 - {O} } 
and [xo,· .. , xn] = [Yo,··· , Yn] if and only if there is some A E C- {O} such that 
Xi = A. y/t/ j . 
pn has a natural topology induced by the topology of (;1+1 such that the projection 
map IT : ((;1+1 - {O} -+ pn given by II(xo, ... xn) = [xo, ... , xn] is open and 
continuous. 
The following description of pn is important. Let Uo, . .. , Un be the subsets of pn 
given by Uj = {[xo, . .. , xn] E pn : Xj =1= O}. Define 4Ji : Ui -+ (;1 by 
[ ] ( xo Xi-l Xi+l X
n) 4Ji xO,···,xn = -, ... ,--,--, ... ,-Xi Xi Xi Xi 
Each 4Ji is a homeomorphism with inverse given by 
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In particular, Un can be defined with C" and 
F^ 一 Un = {[Xo, • . • ,a;n] G P^ ： Xn = 0} 
can be identified with P"_i. Thus, V can be considered as C" with a copy of 
P"—i at the point of infinity. 
Definition 1.6 A projective transformation o /P" is a bijection 
f : P" ~> P" 
c such that for some linear isomorphism a : C"+i ~> C^+i we have 
/[工0，...，〜]=["0，. • -,Vn. 
—ere (yo, •..，Vn) = c^{xo, • • • , Xn), that is, 
f o n 二 n o a 
where H is defined as the above projective map. 
We see that a projective transformation / : P" — P" is continuous. 
Definition 1.7 A hyperplane in P^ is the image under 
n ： c"+i ~> pn of V - {0} 
where V is a subspace of C^+i. 
Lemma 1.1 Given n + 2 distinct points po, •.. ,Pn and q of V, no n + 1 of 
*ch lie on a hyperplane, there is a unique projective transformation taking pi 
to [0’...，0’ 1，0,..., 0] where 1 is in the i^ place, and taking q to [1，1，...，1 • 
Now, we introduce complex projective curves in P .^ The discussion is parallel 
to section 1.1.2. 
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Definition 1.8 Let P{x, y, z) be a nonconstant homogeneous polynomial in three 
variables x, y, z with complex coefficients. Assume that P(2；’ y, z) has no repeated 
factors, then the projective curve C defined by P(z，y, z) is 
C = {[x, y, z] G P2 : P(x,y,z) = 0 } 
By the homegeneity condition, we see that P(Ax, \y, Xz) = X^P(x,y,z), where 
d is the degree of P(x,y,z). Note that a projective curve C is compact in P^ 
We can talk about the degree and the irreducible components of a projective 
curve. For the former, we use the Hilbert Nullstellensatz and for the latter we 
need the fact that homogeneous polynomial splits into homogeneous irreducible 
factors. 
Definition 1.9 A point [a,6,c] of a projective curve C in P^ defined by a ho-
mogenous polynomial P{x, y, z) is called singular if 
dP dP dP 
‘(a，6，c) = ^(a,6,c) ^  |(a,b,c) = 0 
The tangent line to a projective curve C in P^ defined by a homogeneous polyno-
—al P{x,y,z) at a nonsingular point [a, 6,c] 6 C is the line 
^ ( a , 6, c) X + ^ ( a , 6, c) y + ^ ( a , 6, c) 2: = 0 
1.1.4 Affine and projective curves 
Complex algebraic curves in C^ are called affine curves to distinguish them from 
projective curves in p2. We shall identify C^ with the open subset 
U = {[x,y,z] e P2 ： z ^ 0 } 
of p2 via the homeomorphism ^ : U ^ C? defined by 
/工 y \ 
小[工,y, z] = ( 一，一 J with inverse {x, y) 1~~> [x, y, 1 \ z z f 
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The complement of U in P^ ig the projective line defined by z = 0 which can be 
identified with pi via the map [x, y, 0] ^ [x,y]. So, P^ is the disjoint union o f a 
copy of C2 and a copy of P^  which one thinks as "at infinity". 
The intersection of the projective curve C defined by a homogeneous polyno-
mial P(x, y, z) with the line at infinity z = 0 is the set of points , 
< [^ , y, 0] G p2 : Y , ar^ d-rX'y^ -' = 0 ^  
. O^r^d J 
The homogeneous polynomial 
」 \ 飞 r d—r 
> .Ctr,d-r^ y 
O^ r^ d 
factors as a product of linear polynomials 
n (糊+Piv) 
l^i^d 
The lines defined by a^x + /¾?/ 二 0 are the asymptotes to the curve in C^ 
defined by Q{x,y). These lines correspond to points [-pi,ai] in pi. 
When pi is identified with the line z 二 0 in P^ these points are precisely � � 
the points of C - C where C is the curve defined by homogeneous polynomial 
P{x^y,z) and C is the curve defined by polynomial Q{x,y). 
Affine curves and projective curves are closely related. From the affine curve 
C one can obtain a projective curve C by adding "points at infinity". 
Theorem 1.5 
1. Let [a, b, c] be a point of the projective curve 
6 = {b^y,2:]ep2:P(a^2Az) = 0} 
// c + 0，then [a, b, c] is a nonsingular point of C if and only if (,,会)is a 
nonsingular point of the affine curve 
<^  = {(工水€2:户(工，仏1)二0} 
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2- Moreover the intersection of 0 identified with 
U = {[x,y,z]eF^:z:^0} 
anc? the projective tangent line at [a, b, c] to C in P^ is the tangent line at 
(f，9 to C in C2. 
We need Euler's relation to prove theorem 1.5. 
Lemma 1.2 (Euler's relation) If R{x, y, z) is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree m then 
dR, � dR, � dR, 
^¾(^' y, ^) + y~^(z, y, ^) + ^^(^, y, ^) = mR(x, y, z). 
P^oof of (1). The point ( f , •) G Sing{C) if and only if 
啦 1 ) 二 0 = 户 4 ; ， 1 ) = 尸 4 ; , 1 ) . 
Since P(x, y, z) and its partial derivatives are homogeneous polynomials and c + 
0, this happens if and only if 
P(a，b, c) = 0 = i^a，b, c) = Py{a, b, c), 
and Euler's relation (lemma 1.2) tells us that this happens if and only if 
P(a，6, c) = 0 = P^(a, b, c) = P“a ’ b, c) = P,{a, b, c), 
that is, if and only if [a, b, c] is a singular point of C. 
P^f of � . T h e intersection of C? identified with U and the projective tangent 
line 
dP dP 卵 
^^(«' b, c) + 2/^(a, b, c) + z-{a, b, c) = 0 
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is the line in C^ defined by 
dP dP dp 
^ ¾ ( ^ ' 6’ c) + i / - ( a , b, c) + - ( a , b, c) = 0 (1.1) 
Since the partial derivatives of the polynomial P(a:, y, z) are homogeneous, equa-
tion (1.1) becomes 
dP(a h dP.a b 1� dP,a b � 
$石 (？？ 1 ) + " ^ ( ? ? 1 ) + 石(？？1) = 0 (1.2) 
By the homogeneity of the partial derivatives of the polynomial P{x, y, z) and 
Euler's relation at the point (^, ,^ 1) G C, we have 
adP a b bdP^a b . dP,a b � 
Z i ( ? ? l ) + Z ^ ( ? ? l ) + " ^ ( ? y ) = 0 (1-3) 
By equations (1.2) and (1.3)，we get 
, a dP a b 1 � . ( b,dP,a b � 
( 卜 彻 ？ ？ 1 ) + ( " - 狱 ？ 1 ) 二 0 
This is the tangent line to C in C^ at the point ( f , •)• The proof is complete.D 
1.2 Algebraic properties of complex projective 
curves in P^  
In this section, we study algebraic properties of complex projective curves. The 
first part will concentrate on the way in which two complex projectives curves 
in P2 can meet each other. In the second part, we study "inflection points" of a 
complex projective curve. The reader is referred to [Sh94], [Sh95], [Fa91], [Na84 
and [Ki92]. for more information. 
1.2.1 Intersection multiplicity 
Let C and D be two projective curves in P^ defined by homogeneous polynomials 
Pi(a;,2/,20 and P2{x,y,z). Here, we allow F\ and P2 to have repeated factors. 
• iF , 
-------
--_._- ----
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Our goal is to define the intersection multiplicity Ip( G, D) at a point p = [a, b, c] 
lying on both G and D. This is accomplished in the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.6 There is a unique intersection multiplicity Ip( G, D) defined for 
all projective curves G and D in p2 satisfying conditions (1)-(6), in which the 
intersection multiplicity is independent of choices of projective coordinates. 
2. Ip(G, D) = +00 if P lies on a common component of G and D, and other-
wise Ip( G, D) is a non-negative integer. 
3. Ip(G, D) = 0 if and only if pfl. G n D. 
4. Two distinct lines meet with intersection multiplicity one at their unique 
point of intersection. 
5. IfG1 and G2 are defined by homogeneous polynomials PI(x, y, z) and P2 (x, y, z) 
and G is defined by 
P(x, y, z) = PI (x, y, z)P2 (x, y, z) 
then Ip(G, D) = Ip(GI , D) + Ip(C2 , D). 
6. IfG and D are defined by homogeneous polynomials P(x, y, z) and Q(x, y, z) 
of degree n and m and E is defined by the polynomial PR + Q where 
R(x, y, z) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m-n in x, y, z, then 
Moreover, Ip( C, D) at any point p = [a, b, c] E G n D can be obtained 
explicitly as follows: If G and D have no common component and we choose 
projective coordinates so that 
(aJ [1,0,0] does not belong to CUD; 
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(b) [1,0,0] does not lie on any line containing two distinct points ofCnD; 
⑷[1，0，0] does not lie on the tangent line to C or D at any point ofCfW; 
紙 satisfied then the intersection multiplicity Ip(C,D) ofC and D at any 
p = [a, b, c] G C n D 
仏—largest integer k such that {hz 一 cyf divides the resultant Up^Q{y, z). 
Note: Conditions (1) to (6) defining intersection multiplicity are independent 
of choices of projective coordinates. The existence of intersection multiplicity 
can be proved by using suitable projective coordinates. Uniqueness is proved by 
induction using conditions (1) to (6). For the proof, the reader is referred to 
:Ki92] page 59-62. 
1.2.2 Bezout,s theorem and its applications 
We apply the theorem of defining intersection multiplicity to deduce the classical 
Bezout's Theorem. Assume the knowledge of the concept of a resultant. 
Theorem 1.7 (Bezout's Theorem) IfC and D are two projective curves of 
—ee n and m in P2 which have no common component then they have precisely 
nm points of intersection counting multiplicities, that is， 
E Ip{C,D) = nm 
pecrw 
Proo/. We choose coordinates so that conditions (1)-(3) of defining intersection 
multiplicity are satisfied. Let C and D be defined by the homogeneous polynomi_ 
als P{x, y, z) and Q[x, y, z) in this coordinate system. The resultant 7ip^Q{y, z) is 
a homogeneous polynomial of degree nm in two variables y and z, not identically 
zero, so it can be expressed as a product of nm linear factors 
k 
^P,Q(y^^) = U.{ciZ-biyr^ 
i=l 
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where each ei E l~f and el + ... + ek = nm and (bi , Ci) is not a scalar multiple of 
(bj , Cj) when i i:- j. There exists unique complex number ai such that 
and Ip(C, D) = ei. Hence 
k k E Ip(C,D) = Elpi(C,D) = Eei = nm 
pEcnD i=l i=l 
The result follows.D 
' -, 
One can prove a weak form of Bezout's theorem by just u~ing the concept of 
a resultant. Namely, one can show that any two projective curves in p2 intersect 
in at least one point and in at most nm points, if they are of degree n and m, 
and have no common component. The reader is referred to [Ki92] page 52-55 and 
[Br86]. 
We use Bezout's theorem to prove the following propositions. 
Proposition 1.1 A nonsingular projective curve C in p2 is irreducible. 
Proof. Let C = {[x, y, z] E p2 : P(x; y, z)Q(x, y, z) = O} be a reducible projective 
curve in p2. Then there is at least one point [a, b, c] E p2 such that 
P(a, b, c) = 0 = Q(a, b, c). 
It is easy to check that [a, b, c] is a singular point of C.D 
Proposition 1.2 An irreducible projective curve C in p2 has at most finitely 
many singular points. 
Proof. Let C be defined by a homogeneous polynomial P(x, y, z) of degree n. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that [1,0,0] does not belong to C so 
the coefficient P(l, 0, 0) of xn in P(x, y, z) is not equal to zero. This ensures that 
BP Q(x, y, z) = Bx (x, y, z) 
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is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n 一 1 which is not identically zero and 
hence defines a curve D in F^. Since C is irreducible and the degree of D is strictly 
less than the degree of C the curves C and D can have no common component. 
Hence by the Bezout's theorem C and D intersect in at most n(n 一 1) points. As 
every singular point of C lies in C D D the result follows.D 
Definition 1.10 A conic is a curve of degree two in C^ orF^. 
Corollary 1.3 Any irreducible projective conic C in P^ is equivalent under a 
projective transformation to the conic x^ = yz and in particular is nonsingular. 
PToof. C has at most finitely many singular points. Thus by applying a suitable 
projective transformation we may assume that [0，1,0] is a nonsingular point of 
C and that the tangent line to C at [0,1，0] is the line z = 0. Then C must be 
defined by a polynomial of the form 
零 + boc + cxz + dz^ for some a, b, c, d G C. 
Since C is irreducible, a and b are both nonzero. The projective transformation 
:工,y, z] ‘~^ W^x, ay + cx + dz, -z 
take C to the conic x^ = yz. Since this conic is nonsingular, it follows that C is 
nonsingular as well.D 
A hexagon in P^ is simply determined by six distinct points in P^ (its vertices) 
and its sides are the lines in P2 joining p, to p2, P2 to p3, Ps to p,, p, to p^, ps to 
P6 and pe to pi. The sides opposite the line joining pi to p2 is the line joining p4 
to p5, and so on. The hexagon is said to be inscribed in a conic if its vertices lie 
on the conic. Three points of P^ are said to be collinear if they all lie on some 
line in p2. 
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Lemma 1.3 If two projective curves C and D of degree n and m in P^  intersect 
in exactly v? points and if exactly nm of these points lie on an irreducible curve 
E of degree m < n then the remaining n(n 一 m ) points lie on a curve of degree 
at most n — m. 
By lemma 1.3, we can prove the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.4 (Pascal's mystic hexagon) The pairs of opposite sides of a 
hexagon inscribed in an irreducible conic in P^ meet in three collinear points. 
Proof. Let the sccessive sides of the hexagon be the lines defined by linear poly-
nomials Li,...，Le in x, y, z. The two projective curves of degree three defined 
by 
L1L3L5 and L2L4Z/6 
intersect in six vertices of the hexagon. The result follows immediately from 
lemma 1.3. • 
1.2.3 Cubic curves 
The concept of a point of inflection on a curve C is a generalization of the usual 
definition of a point of inflection on the graph of a function, that is, a point at 
which the second derivative vanishes. 
Definition 1.11 Let P(a:,2A20 be a homogeneous polynomial of degree d. The 
Hessian Hp of P is the polynomial defined by the determinant 
^xx Pxy Pxz 
Up{x,y,z) =det Pyi Pyy Py^  
�Pzx Pzy PZZ j 
^here P —化 P 一 肿 p 朴 , “P:_daT P:^W,卩邱二硕 e.t.c. 
Here %p{x, y, z) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 3(d 一 2) in x, y, z. 
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Definition 1.12 A nonsingular point [a, 6, c] of the projective curve C in P^  
defined by P(oc,y,z) is called a point of inflection (or flex) ofC if 
7ip{a,b, c) = 0 
Proposition 1.3 Let C = {[x,y,z] G P^ : P{x,y,z) = 0} be an irreducible 
projective curve of degree d, then 
1. Every point ofC is a point of inflection if and only ifd = 1. 
\ j 
2. If d > 2 then C has at most 3d{d — 2) points of inflection. 
3. Ifd > 3 then C has at least one point of inflection. 
Proof. [Ki92] page 72-73. 
Corollary 1.5 Let C be a nonsingular cubic curve in P .^ Then C is equivalent 
under a projective transformation to the curve defined by 
y^z = x{x - z){x — Xz) 
for some X e C 一 {0,1}. 
We end this subsection with two applications. For more information, the 
reader is referred to [Ki92] page 75 -77 and [Br86 . 
1. A line L in P^ meets a nonsingular cubic curve C either 
(a) in three distinct points p, q, r each with intersection multiplicity one, 
that is, L is not the tangent line to C at p，q or r; or 
(b) in two points, p with intersection multiplicity one and q with intersec-
tion multiplicity two, that is, L is the tangent line to C at q but not 
at p and q is not a point of inflection point on C; or 
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(c) in one point p with intersection multiplicity three, that is, L is the 
tangent line to C at p and p is a point of inflection on C. 
2. Given any nonsingular projective cubic C in P^ and a point of inflection 
Po in C, there is a unique additive group structure on C such that p�is 
the zero element and three points of C add up to zero if and only if they 
are the three points of intersection of C with some line in P^ (allowing for 
multiplicities). 
V^ 
1.3 Topological properties of complex projec-
tive curves in P^  
Let C be a complex projective curve 
C = {[x,y,z]eT^ ： P(x,y,z) = 0} 
C has a natural topology induced from CF^. We will investigate nonsingular 
complex projective curves from the topological point of view. For more details, 
see [Br86] and [Ki92]. The main result is the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.8 A nonsingular complex projective curve of degree d in P^ is topo-
l_Uy a sphere with g handles where g, called the genus, satisfies the degree 
genus formula: 
9 = l(d-l)(d-2). 
Singular projective curves will be discussed in §1.6. We will discuss two proofs, 
first as intuiative proof and then a more rigorous proofusing branched coverings. 
Outline of an intuiative proof: this proof consists of three steps: 
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1. One starts with the simple case of a singular curve Co consisting of d projec-
tive lines intersecting (in general case) in \d{d-l) points. Topologically Co 
consists of d 2-spheres meeting in ^d{d-l) points. By a slight pertubation, 
Co becomes a nonsingular curve of degree d which consists of d 2-spheres 
connected by \d{d - 1) necks. One sees that this is just one 2-sphere with 
\d{d - 1) - (d — 1) = \{d - l)(d - 2) handles. 
2. One then work in the space of nonsingular projective curves of degree d. (or 
.equivalently the space C7"''"^[x, y, z] of homogeneous polynomials of de-
gree d which defines nonsingular curves). One shows that small pertubation 
of each curve does not change the topology. 
3. Finally one proves that C^^''^^[x, y, z] is path-connected. 
Seond proof: 
1. One first gives a rigorous definition of the genus in terms of triangulation. 
Suppose that the nonsingular projective curve C has a triangulation with V 
vertices, E edges, and F faces, then the Euler number of the triangulation 
is given by 
X{C) = V-E + F 
which is independent of the particular choice of triangulation of C. The 
genus g of C is related by the equation 
X = 2 - 2g. 
2. The main idea of the proof is to view C as a branched coverings of CP\ 
namely, one assumes without loss of generality that C does not contain 
0，1,0] and consider the projection 
(j>: C ~> Cpi where [x, y, z] i~y [x, y 
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Here，小 is a branched covering. By a suitable projective transformation, 
one may assume that all the ramification points have ramification index 
two. Then one can show that C has exactly d{d 一 1) ramification points 
with each ramification point has ramification index equal to two. 
3. One can easily construct a triangulation ofCP^ with the branched point of 
•, say pi, •.. ,pr as its vertices and with 3r 一 6 edges and with 2r — 4 faces. 
One simply adds more points as vertices to ensure that r > 3. Then one 
, cons iders the pullback of this triangulation of Cpi to C. It is not difficult 
to see that for the pullback triangulation, with V contains the branch locus 
躺 of ¢, 
V = d'V-Y^{v^{p)-l)^ E = d'E, F = d'F 
peR 
4. Using the triangulation as above, the Euler number of a projective curve C 
can be calculated as follows: 
X(C) = V-E + F 
=(^-^-^(y<p(p)-l)-d-F + d'F 
peR 




5. Finally, using the above triangulation, i fCis a nonsingular projective curve 
of degree d in P2，then one can show that C has a triangulation with rd 一 
d(d 一 1) vertices, 3(r - 2)d edges and 2(r - 2)d faces for r > d{d 一 1) and 
r > 3. Hence 
X(C) = rd 一 d[d - 1) 一 3(r - 2)d + 2(r - 2)d = M - cP = c/(3 — d), 
9 =臺(2 - X) = \{2 一 d{3 - d)) = ^-{d - l){d 一 2) 
and this proves the degree genus formula. 
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1.4 Riemann surfaces 
1.4.1 Weierstrass p-function 
Let cJi and cJ2 be two nonzero complex numbers which are linearly independent 
over M. Let A = {nui + mu2 ： n, m e Z }，then A is a lattice in C, that is, A is 
an additive subgroup of C isomorphic to Z x Z. 
Proposition 1.4 There is a meromorphic function p{z) on C defined by 
i_^  
P{z) = z - ' + Yu ( ( … ” - ” (1.4) 
wGA-{0} 
with derivative given by 
p\z) = Y,-2{z-uj)-\ 
ueA 
Proposition 1.4 can be proved by checking that on any disc \z\ < R, there 
exists a finite set A/? of A such that (1.4) converges absolutely on |^ | < R. The 
following lemma is used in the corresponding Weierstrass M-test. 
Lemma 1.4 There is some S > 0 such that 
XUJi + yU2 I > Sy/x^ + 2/2 
for all real numbers x and y. 
Definition 1.13 If p{z) satisfies proposition i4, p{z) is called the Weierstrass 
p-function associated to the lattice A. 
We collect the properties of p{z): the reader is referred to [Ki92] and [Fa91 . 
1. p{z) = p{-z) = p{z + A) Mz G C and C € A. 
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2- P'(2)2 = 4p(z)3 - g2p{z) 一 p3 where 
P2 = P2(A) = 6O J2 w-4 and gs = g^{A) = 140 ^ oT^. 
‘ - { 0 } o;GA-{0} 
3. Let CA be the projective curve in P^ defined by the homogeneous polynomial 
<3八0^，y，z) = y � 一 4x^ + g2xz^ + gsz3 
where g2 = • � a n d g3 = g3(A) are defined in (2), then the cubic curve 
C*A is nonsingular. 
Proposition 1.5 The Weierstrass p-function 
p : C - A ^ C 
is surjective. Also p(z) = p{w) if and only ifu) e A 土 z. 
Definition 1.14 There is a well defined mapping u : C/A — C^ defined by 
f 
/A . � [pW，p'W，i], « /^ i. A 
u[A + z)= 
[0,1,0] ifzeA 
\ 
Proposition 1.6 The mapping 
u : C/A — Cx 
defined in definition l.i4 is a homeomorphism. 
For more details, the reader is referred to [Ki92] page 123-124, [Br86] and [Fa91 . 
1.4.2 Riemann surfaces and examples 
We assume the concept of Riemann surfaces and holomorphic mappings. We give 
some examples of Riemann surfaces. For more information about the topic, see 
:Fa91] and [Br86 . 
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1. The Riemann sphere pi can be regraded as a Riemann surface. 
2. Every nonsingular complex algebraic curves C in C? can be regarded as a 
Riemann surface with the complex structure inherited from C^. 
3. The complex tori C/A is a Riemann surface with the quotient complex 
structure ingerited from C. 
There is a lemma concerning complex tori and nonsingular cubic curves. 
L ‘ 
Lemma 1.5 The homeomorphism u : C/A ~> C^ defined by 
f 
,、 、 bW，p'W’i] %iziK 
u[X + z)= 
[0,1,0] ifzeK 
\ 
is holomorphic. So is the inverse u~^ : C\ ^ C/A. 
For the proof, see [Ki92] page 136-137. 
1.5 Differentials on Riemann surfaces 
1.5.1 Holomorphic differentials 
In §1.4, one associated to a lattice A in C a nonsingular cubic curve C/^  in P^ 
defined by 
y^z = 4x^ 一 g2(A)xz^ 一 gs(A)z^ 
In this section, we will recover the lattice A by given a nonsingular cubic curve C^. 
We recall some useful definitions, assuming the knowledge of complex analysis 
and the concept of the integral along a piecewise smooth path in a Riemann 
surface. 
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Definition 1.15 A meromorphic function on a Riemann surface S is a function 
f : S ~> pi which is holomorphic in the sense of Riemann surfaces and is not 
identically 00 on any connected component ofS. 
Definition 1.16 Let f and g be meromorphic functions on a Riemann surface 
S. We say that fdg is a meromorphic differential on S, and if f and g are also 
meromorphic function on S, we say that 
� fdg = fdg 
if and only iffor every holomorphic chart ^ : U ~> V on an open subset U of S, 
we have {fo^-^){go^-^)'=��o^-��§o^-� 
When S is the complex plane C any meromorphic differential fdg on S can 
be expressed uniquely in the form hdz where h = fg' is a meromorphic function 
and z denotes the identity function on C. Thus meromorphic differentials on C 
can be identified naturally with meromorphic functions on C. 
Definition 1.17 The meromorphic differential fdg has a pole at a point p in S 
ifthe meromorphic function {fo^~^)(go^~^y has a pole at cj>[p) where cj> : U — V 
is a holomorphic chart on an open neighbourhood U of p in S. We call fdg a 
holomorphic differential if it has no poles. 
The integral of a holomorphic differential over a piecewise smooth path will 
be denoted by f^ fdg. 
We now study complex tori and nonsingular cubic curves. Given a lattice A 
we have defined a biholomorphism 
u : C/A — CA 
where C^ is a nonsingular cubic curve in P^  defined by 
y^z = 4x^ - g2{A)xz^ - g3{A)z^ 
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There is a meromorphic differential on C\ given in inhomogeneous coordinates 
X, y, 1] by y~^dx. Let 
rj = u*{y'^dx). 
Then 77 is a meromorphic differential on C/A. Mreover if 7r : C ~> C/A is defined 
by 7r{z) = A + 2; then 
7T * 7] = 7T * U*{y-^dx) = {u 0 7T) * {y'^dx) 二 (口‘广丄 ( /” 二 [p'Y^p'dz = dz 
• u' 
where 2; : C ~> C denotes the identity function. Since 7r is locally a holomorphic 
bijection with holomorphic inverse and dz is a holomorphic differential on C it 
follows that T] has no poles, that is, r] is a holomorphic bijection with holomorphic 
inverse it also follows that y'^dx is a holomorphic differential on Ck. 
Using integral knowledge in calculus, we get 
Proposition 1.7 
A = { / 7] : 7 is a closed piecewise-smooth path in C /A} . 
^7 
Since u : C/A ^ C^ is a bijection with a holomorphic inverse and r] = u*{y'^dx), 
we get 
Proposition 1.8 
A = { / y~^dx : 7 is a closed piecewise-smooth path in C^}. 
J7 
By proposition 1.8, we can recover the lattice A from the curve C^ in P^ and 
describe w_i : Cx — C/A in terms of integrals of the differential y'^dx on Ck. 
Proposition 1.9 The inverse of the holomorphic bijection 
u : C/A ~> CA 
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is given by 
rp 
u-\p) = A+ y-^dx 
o々’i，o] 
^here the integral is over any piecewise-smooth path 7 in C^ from [0，1,0] to p. 
This makes sense because the above integral is independent of the parametrization 
of the path from [0,1，0] to p. 
1.5.2 AbePs Theorem for tori 
。‘ 
In §1.4，any complex torus C/A is biholomorphic to a nonsingular cubic curve 
^A in P2. Since C/A is an abelian group under addition the cubic curve C^ has 
an induced abelian group structure. One can describe this group structure in 
terms of the geometry of the curve C^ in P^. It is determined completely by 
two properties: firstly that the zero element is the inflection point [0,1,0] and 
secondly that three points p, q, r add up to zero if and only if they are the three 
points of intersection (allowing for multiplicities) of the cubic ^A with a line in 
P2. The last fact is called Abel's theorem for the cubic and the aim of this section 
is to introduce this theorem. 
In order to state Abel's theorem, recall the fact that i f A i s a lattice in C and 
CA is the curve in P^ defined by the polynomial 
<9八(工，y, z) = y^z - 4x^ + g2{A)xz^ + gs{A)z^ 
and u : C/A — C^ is defined by 
f 
, , � b W , P ' ( ^ ) , l ] i f ^ ^ A 
u[A + z)= 
[0,1,0] i f ^ G A 
、 
then u is a holomorphic bijection and its inverse is given by 
u-\p) = A + f y-^dx 
�o’i ’o] 
where the integral is over any piecewise-smooth path in CA from [0’ 1,0] to p. 
We now introduce Abel's theorem. 
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Theorem 1.9 (Abel's theorem for tori.) Ift，v, w e C then 
t + V + w e A 
«/ o>nd only if there is a line L in P^ whose intersection with Cx consists of the 
pointsu{A + t), u{A + v) andu(A^w) (allowingfor multiplicities). Equivalently 
ifp, q, r e C*A then 
fP M rr 
A + / y-^dx 4- / y-^dx + / y'^dx = A + 0 
[^0,1,0] 0々’1，0] V[0,1,0] 
w' 
«/ o>nd only ifp, q, r are the points of intersection ofCx with a line in P^. 
To prove Abel's theorem, we need that any holomorphic map from pi to C is 
constant. For the proof, the reader is referred to [Ki92] pages 155-158. 
1.5.3 The Riemann-Roch theorem 
The genus g of a nonsingular projective curve C in P^, using the topological 
properties of C, can also be defined in terms of the holomorphic structure of C. 
To find the genus g, we need to prove the Riemann-Roch theorem which relates 
dimension of vector spaces of meromorphic functions with prescribed poles and 
zeros on C. We need new terminology. 
Definition 1.18 A divisor D on C is a formal sum 
D = ^ ripp 
pec 
^c/i that 7ip e Z V p E C and Up = 0 for all but finitely many p e C. The degree 
ofD is then 
deg(D) = ^ r i p . 
pec 
V rip = 0 for p 朱{pi,...，Pk] then we write 
•r 
D 二 mipi + h rrikPk 
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*re rrij = rip.. Ifrip = OVp G C’ then we write 
J9 = 0. 
4 
H^e add and subtract divisors and multiply them by integers. The set ofall divisors 
on C then becomes an ahelian group, denoted by Div{C), and the degree defines 
a homomorphism from Div{C) to Z. 
If rip > OVp € C, we write D > 0 and say that D is effective. We write D > D' 
u 一 
if D - D' > 0. Note that if D > D', then deg D > deg D'. 
Definition 1.19 The divisor of a meromorphic function f which is not identi-
cally zero on C is 
(/) = Z l v 
pec 
—ere Up is -m if f has a pole of multiplicity m at p, is m if f has a zero 
of multiplicity m at p and is zero otherwise. Note that {fg) = (/) + (g) and 
器 = ( / ) - ("). ^ divisor which is the divisor of some meromorphic function is 
ca/Zec? a principal divisor. Two divisors D and D' are said to be linearly equivalent, 
written D � D ' , if D 一 D' is a principal divisor. 
Definition 1.20 The divisor of a meromorphic differential is called a canonical 
divisor and is written K. 
We introduce some properties of divisors, the reader is referred to [Ki92] page 
161-177. 
1. A principal divisor on C has degree zero, that is, a meromorphic function 
on C which is not identically zero has the same number of zeros and poles, 
counted with multiplicities. 
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2. Two linearly equivalent divisors on C have the same degree. In particular, 
canonical divisors on C are linearly equivalent and so canonical divisors 
have the same degree. 
/ 
3. If K is a canonical divisor on C, then deg/c = 2g - 2. 
Definition 1.21 Let D = Y.^^^ ripP be a divisor on C; then C{D) is the set 
of meromorphic functions on C satisfyng (/) + D > 0 together with the zero 
function. In other words, a meromorphic function f on C belongs to C{D) if 
firstly f is holomorphic except at those p G C for which rip > 0 and there the 
order of the pole is at most rip, and secondly f has a zero of order at least -Up 
at every p e C such that rip < 0. 
It is not difficult to check that jC(D) is a complex vector space. Let / ( D ) = 
dimjC(B), then 
1. If deg(D) < 0，then l{D) = 0. 
2. I f D � Z ) ' then l(D) = l(D,). 
3. The vector space £(0) is the space of holomorphic functions on C, and every 
holomorphic function on C is constant, so /(0) 二 1. 
4. l(K) is the dimension of the space of all holomorphic differentials on C 
for any canonical divisor /^ , since if / is a meromorphic function and u 
is a meromorphic differential then ( / ) + (o;) > 0 if and only if f u is a 
holomorphic differential on C. 
Theorem 1.10 (Riemann-Roch theorem) IfD is any divisor on a nonsin-
9ular projective curve C of genus g in P^ and K is a canonical divisor on C, 
then 
l{D) — l{K, — D) = deg(D) + 1 一 g. 
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It follows that the genus of a nonsingular projective curve C in P^ equals the 
dimension Z(K) of the vector space of all holomorphic differentials on C by setting 
D = 0 and the fact that /(0) = 1. In particular, there is a nonzero holomorphic 
differential on any nonsingular projective curve C of genus g > 0. 
In order to prove the Riemann-Roch theorem we use the divisor 
H = Y^I,(C,L)p 
pec 
J where /p(C, L) is the intersection multiplicity at p of C with a line L in P^ defined 
by homogeneous polynomial R(oo,y,z). We need two lemmas. 
Lemma 1.6 Given any divisor D on C and any positive integer mo there exists 
m > mo and points pi,. • .,p^ of C (not necessarily distinct) such that D + pi + 
^Pk �mH. 
Lemma 1.7 IfD is any divisor on C, K is a canonical divisor and p is any point 
ofC then 0 < l[D + p) - l{K - D - p) - l{D) - l{K - D) < 1. 
Proof of l{D) - l{K — D) > deg(D) 一 g + 1： 
There exists a positive integer mo such that if m > rrio then 
l{mH) - l{K - mH) > deg{mH) - g + 1 (1.5) 
where H = Epec^p(^' ^)P- By lemma 1.6，we can choose m > mo and points 
Pi，.. • ,Pk of C such that D + pi + ——h Pk �mH. Hence 
deg{mH) = deg(D + pi + • •. + p^) == deg(JD) + k, (1.6) 
and so, 
l(mH) - l(K - mH) = l{D+pi + • • ^+pj,) - l{^ - D - p^ p*) (l.7) 
Also, by induction on k, we get 
l�D + pi + . •. + pk) 一 l(K — D - pi p^) — l(D) + l{K - D) < k (1.8) 
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Combining (1.5), (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8)，we obtain 
l{D) - l{K - D) > Z(D + pi + ...+pfc)_Z(/^_D_pi Pk)-k 
二 l�mH) — J\K-mH) — k 
> deg{mH) — g + 1 - k 
= d e g D 一 g + 1 
and so 
l{D) 一 l{n 一 D) > deg(D) 一 g + 1. (1.9) 
Proof of l{D) - l(K 一 d) < deg{D) - g + 1； 
Let D be any divisor on C and let K be a canonical divisor. Since deg K, = 2g - 2 
we apply (1.9) first to D and then to K - D to get 
l{D)-l{K-D) > d e g D - p + 1 and 
l{K - D) - l{D) > deg{K - D) - g + 1 
=2g-2-degD-g + l 
二 — deg D + g 一 1 
and so l{D)-l{K,-D) = deg(D) + l-^^. This ends the proofofthe Riemann-Roch 
theorem. • 
1.6 Singular curves 
In this section, we shall look at singular curves in P .^ This section presents only 
the basic theory. In the first part, we shall construct a "resolution ofsingularities" 
C for any singular projective curve C in F^. In the second part, we shall give 
a description of the topology of singular curves. For more details, the reader is 
referred to [Ki92], [Br86], [Si92] and [Na84 . 
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1.6.1 Resolution of singularities 
Let C be a complex projective curve 
C^  = {[r，"，>2:]ep2:p(x，y，20=0} 
Consider any point [a,6,c] G C. Let c ^ 0，then P ( f , •，1) = 0. By the implicit 
function theorem, we can find a holomorphic function y{x) near • such that 
P(T,y(z), 1) = 0, with 2 / ( f )=尝.The idea is to take the Riemann surface C of 
the holomorphic function y(x) and show that it is a resolution of singularities of 
C in the following sense. 
Definition 1.22 A resolution ofsingularities C for any singular projective curve 
C in p2 is a compact Riemann surface with a surjective continuous map 
7T : C ~> C such that 7r-^{Sing{C)) is a finite set of points in C and the restric-
iion of 7T to the complement of this set in C is a holomorphic bijection onto the 
nonsingular part of C. 
Now, we give a setting which is suitable to our situation for defining the 
Riemann surface of a holomorphic function. 
Definition 1.23 We call an ordered pair (/, g) of meromorphic functions defined 
on an open neighbourhood of 0 in C simply a pair if f is not constant on any 
neighbourhood of 0 and the mapping defined by 
t^{f{t),g{t)) 
««5 one-to-one near 0. A parameter change is a holomorphic function p defined on 
an open neighbourhood of O in C such that p{0) = 0 and p'(0) + 0. JVe say that 
two pairs (/, g) and (/, g) are equivalent and write 
U.g)^{Lg) 
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if there is a parameter change p such that f = / o p and g = g o p in some neigh-
bourhood of 0. This is an equivalence relation on a set of pairs. The equivalence 
class of a pair (/，g) is called a meromorphic element, denoted by < /，g > or 
<f{t),g{t)>. 
Let M denotes the set of all meromorphic elements. Let ( / , g) be a pair and 
let r > 0 be suflBciently small that / and g are both defined and meromorphic 
� o n the open disc Z)(0,r), and the map t h^ {f{t),g{t)) is one-to-one on D(0,r) . 
Then {f{to + t),g{to + t)) is a pair for each t�G D(0, r) and so we can define 
U(/，g, r) = { < f(to + t),g{to + t) >: to e D{0, r)} C M 
Note that: < f,g >e U(J,g,r). Moreover we have the following result: 
Lemma 1.8 There is a topology on M such that a subset ofM is open if and 
only ifit is a union of subsets ofthe form U{f,g,r) defined above. 
To show that M is a Riemann surface, we need to find an atlas of holomorphic 
charts on A4. 
Definition 1.24 Let A be the set of all ordered triples {f,g,r) where (/, g) is a 
pair and r > 0 is sufficiently small that f and g are defined and meromorphic on 
D(0,r) and the mapping t n^ {f{t),g{t)) on D{0,r) is one-to-one. 
Lemma 1.9 If{f,g,r) e A then the map from D(0,r) to U{f,g,r) defined by 
to ^< f{to + t),g{to + t) > 
is a homeomorphism. 
Definition 1.25 Ifoi = (/,p,r) G A, let 
Ua = U{f,g,r) and Va = D{0,r) 
and let 伞。:Ua — Va be the inverse of the homeomorphism of lemma 1.9. 
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Proposition 1.10 M is a Riemann surface with the holomorphic atlas 
少 = { ^ a : Ua — Va ： a € A} defined at 1.24 and 1.25. 
Outline ofproof. It is not difficult for reader to check that M is Hausdorff. We use 
appropriate parameter changes to show that if a = ( f i ,g i , ri) and p = (/2，g2, r2) 
belong to the indexing set A then the transition function 4>^o^-^ is holomorphic 
near every point of 办伐队门 Uf3). For more details, see [Ki92 . 
") 
The function ^ : M — C U {00} and x : M — C U {00} defined by 
^{< f,9>) = f{0) and x ( < f,9>)=g{0) 
are meromorphic functions on M. M is the disjoint union of its components, 
each of which is an open subset of M and therefore is itself a Riemann surface. 
Definition 1.26 Iff is a meromorphic function defined on a neighbourhood of 
a point a G C U {00} then the Riemann surface of f is the connected component 
of M containing the meromorphic element 
< a + t, f{a + t) > if a G C or 
<t-\f{t-') > ifa = oo 
This meromorphic element is called the germ off at a and is written [f]a. 
Remark 1.1 The concept of the Riemann surface of a holomorphic function is 
closely related to the concept of analytic continuation of a holomorphic function 
along a path. 
Let ( / ,p ) be a pair, by the Taylor expansion of f{t) at 0，or by the Laurent 
expansion of f{t) at 0，every element of < f,g > of M can be expressed in the 
form 
<a + t^,g(t)> for a G C or 
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< t '^ ,g{t ) > for a = 00 
for some positive integer m and meromorphic function g near 0. 
1. If m = 1，we have the germ of g at a (or at 00). 
2. If m > 1，then the meromorphic element < f,g > is called a branch point 
of the component of M to which it belongs. 
) We now return to our situation and relate projective curves in P^ to compo-
nents of M. 
Definition 1.27 Let P{x,y,z) be a nonconstant irreducible homogeneous poly-
nomial of degree d not divisible by z. The Riemann surface Sp of P{x,y,z) is 
the open set of M consisting of all those elements < /, g > of M satisfying 
Pifif),g{f), 1) = 0 for all t in some neighbourhood of 0. If C is the projective 
curve 
C = {[x,y,z]e^^:P{x,y,z) = 0} 
then we write C for Sp and define n : C — C by 
< < /,P>) = [/(0),p(0),l] 
if f ojid g are both holomorphic near 0, and otherwise 
A < /,p>)-[/(o),p(o),o] 
—ere f{t) = rf{t) and g{t) = fg{t) and n is the multiplicity of the pole at 0 of 
f and g, whichever is the greater. 
Our aim is to prove this theorem. 
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Theorem 1.11 C is a compact Riemann surface. The map w : C — C is 
continuous and surjective. IfC is nonsingular then 7r is a holomorphic bijection， 
o>nd in general 7T-^{Sing{C)) is finite and 
7T: C — 7T-^{Sing{C)) — C — Sing{C) 
is a holomorphic bijectipn. 
Proof. It is realtively easy to show that 7r : C — C is continuous and that 7r 
� restricts to a holomorphic bijection from C — i^-^{sing{C)) onto C — Sing{C), 
we omit the proof and show instead that 
1. 7T : C ~> C is surjective. 
2. C is compact and connnected. 
P^f of(l)- Fix [a, b, c] e C. We need to show that 7r"^([a, 6, c]) is nonempty. 
We can assume by an appropriate choice of coordinates that [0，1,0]朱 C. Then 
in particular 繁 is not identically zero, so by Bezout's theorem as C is irreducible 
there are at most finitely many points of C where ^ is zero 
oy • 
Suppose first that c ^ 0; then we can take c = 1. Then there exists e < 0 
such that if 工 G C and 0 < |a - x| < e then there is no y G C such that 
[工’仏1] 6 C and %{x,y,l) = 0. Let At(a，e) be the open disc D(a,e) in C 
with the straight line segment from a to a 土 e removed. Since jD±(a, e) is simply 
connected, it follows that the holomorphic map 0 ： C ~> pi = C u { o o } defined by 
<^ [工，y, z]) = [x, z], or equivalently cj){[x, y, 1]) = 2;, restricts to a homeomorphism 
from each connected component of 
r'{D^{a,e)) 
onto D±{a, e) and there are d connected components. By the inverse function 
theorem the inverse of the restriction of cf> to the 产 component of ^~\D±{a, e)) 
is holomorphic. It must be of the form 
^^[^,/fW,l] 
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where 
P(rr,/fW,l) = 0 
for all a; G At(a,e) . Moreover ff{x) + f^{x) if i + j since [xjf"{x),l] and 
工，fti^)i 1] lie in different connected components of ^-�D±(a, e)). Also since C 
is compact each ff is bounded on At(a ,e) and its only possible limiting values 
as X — a are the finitely many values of y G C such that [a, y, 1] G C. As b is 
) one of these values so that [a, b, 1] belongs to the closure of <^!>_i(At(a, e)) we can 
assume that b is a limiting value of f^ as x ^ a. 
Since D+{a, e) n D_(a,e) has two connected components, the lower and the 
upper halves of the disc D(a, e), we can reorder / + , . . •，/+ and / f , . . . ， f - s o that 
if 1 < j < d then / / agrees with / " on the lower half of the disc and with /；“⑴ 
on the upper half of the disc, where a is a permutation of {1,...，d}. Moreover 
cr can be assumed to satisfy 
cr{i) = i + 1 if 1 < i < m 
�’ and cr(m) = 1 
for some m < d. Therefore there is a well-defined holomorphic function 
g ： {t e C : 0 < |t| < 6 - } ^ C 
given by 
9{t) = / / ( a + 严） i f {2j — 2)n/m < arg(t) < 2jiv/m and 
柳 = f f { a + 严） i f {2j - l)n/m < arg(t) < {2j + l)7r/m. 
Since g is bounded and has b as a limiting value as t — 0 it follows that g can 
be extended to a holomorphic function on the disc D(0,em) such that g(0) = h. 
Moreover 
P(a + r,"W,i) = o 
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for all t e D{Q,e^). Finally the mapping 
t^{a + t^,g{t)) 
is injective on £)(0，e^) since ff{x) + f^{x) if i + j. Thus < a + t^, g{t) >e C 
and n { < a ^ t ^ , g { t ) >) = [a, 6,1]. 
Now suppose c = 0; then a ^ 0 since [0，1,0]幸 C so we may assume a = 1. 
There exists e > 0 such that if x G C and |x| > i then there is no y e C such 
that [x, y, 1] € C and ^{x, y, 1) = 0. Let 
At(oo,e) = {a: G C : |x| > -^,x^ R±} 
where E+ and R_ are the positive and negative real axes in C. Now we can 
repeat the previous argument, replacing a by 00 and a + 严 by t—^ to show that 
there exists an element of C of the form < t-^,g{t) > which is mapped by 7r to 
a, b, c] = [l，M]. • 
Remark 1.2 There are holomorphic functions g^,. •.，gi defined near 0 and pos-
胁已 integers mi,...，mi such that rrii + •. • + rrii = d and 
P{a + t^^,g^{t),l) = {) 
/or all t near 0. In other words, if {x 一 a ) % is any mjth root of {x 一 a) then 
when X is close enough to a, 
y = 9j{{x-a)^) 
is a solution to the equation 
P{x,y,l) = {) 
Furthermore, if |x - a\ is sufficiently small but nonzero then the d numbers 
2/j=Pj(e2&/%(x_a)i/%) 
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for 1 < i < 1 and 1 < s < rrij are distinct. Since P(x, y, z) is a polynomial of 
degree d it follows that for any y and any x sufficiently close to a we can write 
P[x,y, 1) = K n n (没 一 9j{^^""'"'{^ 一 a)'/"0)- (1.10) 
l<j<Z l<s<rrij 
for some constant K. 
Proof of (2). The compactness of C can be proved using the following result. 
j 
Let $ : S ~> pi be a meromorphic function on a Riemann surface S which takes 
any value a G P^  = C U {oo} exactly d times, counting multiplicities. Then S is 
compact. 
Now we show that C is connected. We give a sketched proof. Let A be a 
connected component of (7, we now show that C = A. By remark (1.2) and 
equation (1.10), we get the polynomial 
p(T，y，1) - K n n (" - 夕“已2冗—)(工-a)i—”). 
l<j<l l<s<rrij 
for all y and all x near a such that Yl[^^ rrii = d. Consider the polynomial 
Q{x,y,l) = K n n (yij(e2#j(a:-ayhy). 
l<j<k l<s<mj 
such that X)-^1 rrii = e where e < d. We now show that e = d. Clearly, P(x, y, 1) 
is irreducible. Since Q(x, y, 1 ) divides P(x, y, 1)，P(x，y, 1 ) is a factor ofQ(x, y, 1 ) . 
Also, we can show that Q{x,y, 1) is a polynomial in y whose coefficients are 
holomorphic functions of x G C. It follows that the associated homogeneous 
polynomial 
作(三义1) z z 
divides P{x, y, z). But Q{x, y, 1) is nonconstant, so Q{x, y, 1) must be a constant 
multiple of 户(工，y, 1). Thus k = 1 and e = d so A = C. This completes the proof. 
• 
^ 
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1.6.2 The topology of singular curves 
In this section we will discuss the topology of singular projective curves in p2. 
We consider only irreducible curves; recall however that a reducible projective 
curve in P^ is the union of finitely many irreducible curves meeting at finitely 
many points. 
Let 
C = {[x,y,z]eF^:P{x,y,z)=0} 
be an irreducible curve of degree d in p2. In §1.6.1, we show that there is a 
compact connected Riemann surface C and a continuous surjection 7r : C — C 
which restricts to a homeomorphism 
7T: C - i^-\Sing{C)) — C - Sing(C). 
Topologically the compact connected Riemann surface C is a sphere with g 
handles. We call g the genus of the curve C. The aim of this section is to 
generalize the degree-genus formula for nonsingular projective curves to relate 
the degree and genus of our arbitary irreducible projective curve C in p2. We 
have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.12 (Noether's fromula) The genus g of an irreducible projective 
curve C of degree d in F^ is 
g = ^{d-l){d-2)- Y1 S{p) 
peSing{C) 
—ere 6{p) is a positive integer assigned to each singular point p. 
We indicate the main steps in the proof of Noether's formula. 
1. Given any triangulation (F, E, F) of pi such that the branch locus i;{R) of 
^ is contained in the set of vertices V, there is a triangulation {V, E, F) of 
C such that 
y = ^-\y). ^E = d^E, iF = d|K 
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2. In this case, 
ttf = ^ T / - [ ( � ( p ) — l ) + [ rt7r"Hp}-!). 
pen{R) peSing{C) 
We assume that coordinates are chosen on P^ so that [0,1,0] does not 
lie on C or the tangent line to C at any of the finitely many points p e 
C 一 Sing{C) which are inflection points on C. Then it can be shown that 
iipe i:{R)-Sing{C), then 
f)P 
Mp) = 2 and / p ( P , ^ ) = l. 
oy 
3. The main step is to prove that the Euler number x{C) of C is given by 
~ __ f^p 
X{C) = rf(3 - d) + ^ W>(P，‘）—Mp) + «i—i{p}). 
peSing{C) y 
4- In view of (3), one defines 
1 dP 
% ) = g ^ > O P , $ ) - M p ) + t tr i {p} ) . 
Then Noether's formula follows easily from the fact that x{C) = 2 - 2g. 
Remark 1.3 It is not difficultfor the reader to show that 6{p) is always a positive 
i*ger and that its value is independent ofthe choice ofprojective coordinates. To 
卩賺 ^e latter, it suffices to show that S{p) is independent of coordinate changes 
—t affect the operation 悬.This is achieved by the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.10 Suppose that neither [0,1,0] nor [a, f3,7] lie on C or the tangent 
/ine to C at any inflection point on C - Sing{C). Suppose that p e Sing(C) and 
let v^^'^'^\p) be the smallest positive integer such that 
( a ^ + " | + " l ) 7 
does not vanish at p. Then 
" ( p ’ � + 嗜 + ^ f ) - " r , p ) 二 /.(p, f ) - _ ) . 
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One ends this section with one application. The singular point of a nodal 
cubic curve is an ordinary double point. In fact ifp is any ordinary singular point 
of multiplicity m on a curve C then 
5{p) = l m ( m - l ) 
This is because tt7r_i{p}=爪 and if we choose coordinates appropriately then 
v^{p) = m and 
dP 
Ip{P.^) = rn{m-l). 
In particular, it follows that if C is an irreducible curve of degree d in P^ with 
r* ordinary double points and no other singular points, then topologically C is a 
sphere with 
]^{d-l){d-2)-r 
handles with 2r points identified together in pairs. 
- ------------------ -- ---
Chapter 2 
Coding theory 
2.1 An introduction to codes 
We first clarify some basic terms used in coding theory. For more details, see 
[Be74], [CaI95] and [Er89]. 
1. An alphabet is a finite, -non-empty set S = {81' 82, ... ,8n }. 
2. A string or a word over S is a finite sequence of elements of S. 
3. The length of a string x, denoted by len(x), is the number of elements in 
the string x. 
Definition 2.1 A code is a set of strings over a certain alphabet. Let A = 
{aI, ... , ar } be a finite set, called a code alphabet. An r-ary code over A is a subset 
C of the set A* of all words over A. The elements of C are called codewords. The 
number r is called the radix of the code. 
Definition 2.2 Let S = {81,"" 8 q } be a finite set, called the source alphabet. 
Let C be a code. An encoding function is a bijective function 
f:S-tC from S onto C. 
48 
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// C is a code and f : S ~> C is an encoding function, we refer to the ordered 
pair (C, /) as an encoding scheme for S. 
Remark 2.1 Since an encodingfunction is bijective, its associates to each source 
sy—ol 他 the source alphabet one and only one codeword. 
Definition 2.3 A fixed length code, or blocked code, is a code whose codewords 
aZ/ have the same length n. In this case, the number n is said to he the length of 
——已 Ifa —e C contains codeswords ofvarying lengths, it is called a variable 
length code. 
Definition 2.4 A code C over an alphabet A is uniquely decipherable if for every 
s— ^1 • "^n over A, there exists at most one sequence of codewords Ci. ..c^ 
for which 
^1^2 • "Cm = X1X2 • "Xn 
/n other words, a code is uniquely decipherable if no two different sequences of 
codewords represents the same string over A, that is，if c!.. • c„ 二 di.. • ‘ for 
codewords ci and dj then m = n and Ci = di, •..，c„ = ‘ 
Ifacode is uniquely decipherable, then it cannot have many short codewords. 
The following theorem illustrates this: 
Theorem 2.1 (Mc Millan's Theorem) Let C={c,^ c^ , •..，cJ be any r-ary code 
—let “ = kn(Ci). If C is uniquely decipherable，then its codeword lengths 
/1, /2，• • •，lq must satisfy 
f ^ l < l ^^ r^k — 1 
k=i 
Proof. If we let ocj be the number of codewords in C of length j, then 
Q 1 m 
S^ 丄 一 v^ ^j 
Z ^ ^ = 2^77 (2.1) i=l j=l 
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For any positive integer u, we expand 
/ ^ 八 \ “ um , , 
V ^ 印 v ^ Nk , 、 
2 ^ Vi 二 2 ^ 7T (2.2) 
Vj=l / k=u 
whereiV, = j : . ^ ^ . . . ^ . ^ ^ ^ a , , ^ . . . a , ^ 
Observe that Nk is the number of strings Ci. . . c^ of length k made up of exactly 
u codewords. Invoking the assumption that C is uniquely decipherable, we get, 
Nk < — (2.3) 
therefore by equations (2.1)，(2.2) and (2.3)，we get 
^ 1 爪 ^, (um Nk \ “ (urn \ Z 
X ] ^ X ^ # = Z^7F “ Z ^ i ^ —)i 
i=l j=l \k=u ^ ) \k^u ) 
The result follows if we let u ~> +oo. • 
Definition 2.5 A code is said to be instantaneous if whenever any sequence of 
codewords is transmitted, each codeword can be interpreted as soon as it is re-
ceived. 
If a code is instantaneous, then it is also uniquely decipherable. However, the 
converse is not true in general. 
Definition 2.6 A code is said to have the prefix property if no codeword is a 
prefix of any other codeword. 
Theorem 2.2 A code C is instantaneous ifand only ifit has the prefixproperty. 
The following theorem illustrates when an instantaneous code exists with 
given codeword lengths h,k,...,lq. By Mcmillan's theorem, we can prove the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3 (Kraft's Theorem) 
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1. There exists an instantaneous r-ary code C = {c1,c2,...，cJ with codeword 
le—hs /1, /2, • • •，lg if and only if these lengths satisfy Kraft's inequality 
X ^ j-ik — 1. 
k-l 
么 Let C be an instantaneous r-ary code. Then C is maximal instantaneous, 
制 “，C is not contained in any strictly larger instantaneous code, if and 
—y if equality holds in Kraft's inequality. 
3. Sm>ose that C is an instantaneous code with maximum codeword length 
m. IfC is not maximal, then it is possible to add a word of length m to C 
磁―destroying the property of being instantaneous. 
Proof. [Ro96] page 44-47. • 
Proposition 2.1 If a uniquely decipherable code exists with codeword lengths 
/i’...，/„，then an instantaneous code must also exist with these same codeword 
lengths. 
2.1.1 Efficient noiseless coding 
In this subsection, we will study a certain class ofinstantaneous encoding schemes 
that are the most efficient possible among all instantaneous encoding schemes. 
The reader is referred to [Ho92], [Pr92], [Go91] and [Ro96]. We start with the 
following definition. 
Definition 2.7 
人 An information source (or simply source) is an ordered pair S = � S , P � 
—�已 S = {列，…，〜} “ a source alphabet, and P is a probability law 
脑 assigns to each element s,- of S a probability P(si). The sequence 
P(Si),... ’ P(Sq) is called the probability distribution for S. 
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么 Let S = (5, P) be an information source, and let (C, /) be an encoding 
scheme for S = {51,...,5J. The average codeword length of (C,/) is 
defined to be 
Q 
Y^len{ f {s i ) )P{s i ) . (2.4) 
i=l 
There is an encoding scheme, called Huffman encoding scheme, which produces 
the most efficient encoding scheme, in the sense of having the smallest average 
codeword length, among all instantaneous codes. 
Theorem 2.4 (Huffman Encoding Scheme) Let S = (5^P) be an informa-
t— somve. Then all Huffman encoding schemes for S are instantaneous. Fur-
thermore, Huffman encoding schemes have the smallest average codeword length 
among all instantaneous encoding schemes for S. 
For the construction of Huffman's encoding scheme and the proof, see [Ro96 
and [Ha86 . 
Definition 2.8 The information I{p) obtainedfrom a source symbol s with prob-
ability of occurrence p > 0，is given by 
"P) = l0g2 (暴） (2.5) 
Let S = (5, P) be a source, with probability distribution P = {p^,.. • .pJ. The 
average information obtained from a single sample from S is 
q q (1X q 
丑⑶ = Y . P i I { P i ) = Y,Pi l0g2 ( - ) = 一 £ p , log2P,. 
i=l i=l \Pi/ 7^ 
The quantity H{S) is called the entropy of the source. Sometimes we write H{P) 
for H{S). (When Pi = 0, we set pi l0g2 j： = 0.) 
Proposition 2.2 For a source S = (S,P) ofsize q, the entropy H{S) satisfies 
0 < H{S) < l0g2 q (2.6) 
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Furthermore’ H{S) = log^ q if and only if all the source symbols are equality likely 
to 0請，—H{S) = 0 if and only if one of the source symbols has probability 
1 0,聽一.These are the two 'extreme' cases for the value of the entropy of 
any source. 
By proposition 2.2，the most information is obtained form sources for which 
each symbol is equality likely to occur. 
For any positive integer r, we define the r-ary entropy of a source S by 
q 1 
^r{S) = E ^ . l o g r — (2.7) 
i=l 巩 
We can show that 
Hr{S) = ^ T G N. 
l0g2r 
Roughly speaking, the entropy of a source is a measure of the amount of uncer-
tainty in the source. The greater the entropy, the greater the uncertainty in each 
sample and the more information is obtained from the sample. 
Theorem 2.5 (The Noiseless Coding Theorem-Preliminary Version) Let 
S be an information source. Then 
^r{S) < MinAveCodeLerir{S) < Hr{S) + 1 (2.8) 
—ere MinAveCodeLenr{S) denotes the minimum average codeword length among 
a// uniquely decipherable r-ary encoding schemes for S. 
iV0o/ Denote the probability distribution of the source S by 
P = {仍，^^ 2，•.. , p J . Let (C, / ) be a uniquely decipherable r-ary encoding scheme 
for 5, with codeword lengths h,k, . . .， / , and consider the numbers r, = 1/(—). 
The n satisfies 0 < r, < 1. Furthermore, since C is uniquely decipherable, 
McMillan's Theorem (theorem 2.1) tells us that 
9 q 1 
E n = E p 
i=l i=l ‘ 
We need a lemma to prove theorem 2.5. 
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Lemma 2.1 Let P = {pi，.. . ,pJ be a probability distribution. Let R = { n , . •.，rJ 
have the property that 0 < r^  < 1 for all i，and 
E ^ ^ < 1 
i=l 
Then 
q 1 q 1 、 E^^l^g2-<5]pilog2-
i=l 仏 i=l ^i 
^ith equality holding if and only ifpi = n for all i. 
Using lemma 2.1’ 
q 1 q 1 9 
丑 (約 = Y l v i l0g2 - < Y,Pi l0g2 - = l0g2 rJ2Pi^i = (l0g2 r)AveCodeLen(C, f) 
i=i "I i=i “ i=i 
Dividing by l0g2 r, and noting that Hr{S) = H{S)/{log^ r), we get the inequality 
Hr{S) < AveCodeLen{C, /). 
Since this holds for any uniquely decipherable r-ary encoding scheme for S, 
Hr{S) < MinAveCodeLerir{S). 
TTo prove MinAveCodeLerir{S) < Hr{S) + 1，we construct an instantaneous 
encoding of S with small codeword lengths. Recall that if the lengths /!，• •.，1^  
satisfy Kraft's inequality 
^ 1 
> ^ < 1 ‘ ^ >pii — 
i=l 
then there is an instantaneous code with these codeword lengths. If P 二 {p!， ，pJ 
is the probability distribution for S, then Kraft's inequality is written as 
q 1 q 
[ 斤 5 & . 
i=l i=l 
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Thus if 
去 化 . 
for all i, Kraft's inequality will be satisfied. This can be written as 
l0gr - < k. 
Pi 
We choose k to be the smallest integer satisfying this inequality. In other words, 
if the integers U satisfy 
1 1 
l o g � ~ < k < log^ — + 1 
Pi Pi 
for all i, then there is an instantaneous encoding with these codeword lengths. 
Moreover, 
AveCodeLenAS) = ±,^U < E^^Oog. '~ + D = f p . log. 1 + f , ^ = ^ , ( 5 ) + 1 
口1 口1 ^' i=l Pi ^ 
So，AveCodeLeUr{S) < Hr{S) + 1. It follows that 
MinAveCodeLerir{S) < Hr{S) + 1. 
The result follows.D 
Definition 2.9 Let S = (5 ,P) be an information source. The 一 extension of 
S “ - ^rce 沪 二 (沪，pn)，*代 s- is the set of all words of length n over 
S，— — probability distribution is defined as follows. Ifs 二 s ,^s,^. .•〜is a 
—他沪，then P-(s) = p“pi2 • • .Pi„. 1 2 ‘‘ 
Proposition 2.3 Let S be an information source, and let S^ be its n'^ extension. 
Then 
H{S^) = nH{S). 
There is a simple relationship between the entropy of a source (or its exten-
sions) and the average codeword length of any Huffman encoding of that source 
(or its extensions). 
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Theorem 2.6 (The Noiseless Coding Theorem) Let S be an information 
source, and S^ be its n^ extension. Then 
丑 “ 約 5 胁 几 赴 。 0 她 ^ ^ 們 < 1 
n n 
—ere MinAveCodeLerir{S^) is the minimum average codeword length among all 
uniquely decipherable r-ary encoding schemes for S^. 
~\ 
As n ~> oo, MinAveCodeLerir{S^)/n — Hr{S) but the number of codewords 
required to encode S^ gets infinitely large. 
2.1.2 The main coding theory problem 
We turn to the problem ofencoding the data in order to detect and correct errors 
in the process of transmission or storage. 
Definition 2.10 Let A = {ai, • • •，a,} be a set of size r, which we refer to as a 
code alphabet and whose elements are called code symbols. An r-ary block code C 
o^;er* A is a non-empty subset ofA^, the set of all strings over A of length n. The 
elements of C are referred to as codewords. The number n is the length of the 
—e and the number of codewords in C is the size of the code. A code of length 
n and size M is called an (n, M)-code. 
Definition 2.11 Let u be a positive integer. A code C is u-error-detecting if 
whenever a codeword incurs at least one but at most u errors, the resulting string 
仏僅 ^ codeword. A code C is exactly u-error-detecting if it is u-error-detecting 
hut not (u+1 )-error-detecting. ‘ 
Definition 2.12 Let v be a positive integer. A code C is v-error-correcting if 
•rest neighbour decoding is able to correct v orfewer errors, assuming that if a 
^ie occurs in the decoding process, a decoding error is reported. A code is exactly 
v-error-correcting ifit is v-error-correcting hut not (v+l)-error-correcting. 
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Definition 2.13 Let x and y be strings of length n over an alphabet A. The 
Hamming distance ofx and y, denoted by d{x,y), is defined to be the number of 
places in which x and y differ. 
The Hamming distance function is a metric. 
Definition 2.14 Let C be a code with at least two codewords. The minimum 
distance d{C) ofC is the smallest distance between distinct codewords. In symbols, 
ci(C) = min{d(x, y) : x, y G C,工 ^ y} (2.9) 
Since x ^ y implies that d{x, y) > 1’ the minimum distance of a code must be at 
least one. 
Proposition 2.4 
1. ^ code C is u-error-detecting if and only if d{C) > u + 1. 
么 A code C is v-error-correcting if and only if d{C) > 2v + 1. 
Definition 2.15 A code ofsize M, length n, and minimum distance d, is referred 
to 似肌(几，M, d)-code. The number n, M and d are called the parameters of the 
code. 
Corollary 2.1 An {n,M, d)-code C is exactly v-error-correcting if and only if 
^ = 2” + 1 or d 二 2^ + 2. A code C has d{C) = u if and only if it is exactly 
y^\ - error- correcting. 
Definition 2.16 An {n,M,d)-code is said to be maximal if it is not contained 
zn any larger code with the same minimum distance, that is，ifit is not contained 
in any (n, M + 1，d)-code. 
Proposition 2.5 An (n, M, d)-code is maximal if and only if’ for all words x, 
there is a codeword c with the property that d(oc, c) < d. 
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A good (n,M,rf)-code is one with large M (so that it can encode a large 
number of source data) and large d (so that it can correct a large number of 
errors). It turns out that the two conditions are conflicting. 
Let Ar{n, d) denote the largest possible size M for which there exists an r-ary 
(n，M, d)-code. The main coding theory problem can be stated as the problem of 
determining the values Ar(n,d). 
Definition 2.17 The transmission rate ofan r-ary {n,M)-code C is 
R{C) = logrW 
n 
Definition 2.18 The error correction rate ofan (n, M, d)-code C is 
d-l 
5{C) = ^ ^ 
n 
n 
2.2 Linear codes 
One assumes the knowledge of linear algebra. In this section, we consider the 
vector space Z^. We start with the following definition. 
Definition 2.19 4 ^ C,C Z ^ J ^ J , ^k0^ub^ 0f 7n “ called a linear 
£0G?e. If C has dimension k and minimum distance d{C) = d, then C is an 
�n,M—e:The!umber n,k andlg_rg—m/M^£^�^ejers ofthe linear code. 
Proposition 2.6 A linear code C contains the zero codeword. A p-ary linear 
n, k, d]-code is an {n,p^,d)-code. 
Definition 2.20 The weight w{x) of x in Z" is defined to be the number of 
讓誦 P——S in X. The weight of a code C，denoted by w(C), is the minimum 
weight of all nonzero codewords in C. 
Lemma 2.2 If C is a linear code, then 
d(x,y) = w(x-y) 
/or all codewords x and y in C where d is the Hamming distance defined before. 
i 
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An advantage of linear codes is that we can use linear algebra. 
Definition 2.21 Let C be a linear code, with basis B = {61 ,¾, . . . ,¾} . If 
bi = bnbi2 •. • bin for i = 1，• •. ’ k, then the generator matrix for C is the k x n 
matrix 
〈611 b12 … b i n ^ 
G=办21 ^2 …hn 
• . . . — K^ij)l<i<k,l<j<n 
• • • • 
• • • • 
V^ A:1 h2 ••• bknJ 
Proposition 2.7 Let G be a matrix with elements in Z^. Then G is a generator 
麵计虹 for some linear code C over Z^ if and only if the rows of G, thought of as 
strings over Zp, are linearly independent. 
One can use a standard array to correct a linear code. 
Let C = {ci,C2,...,CM> be a p-ary [n, k, d]-code, with size M =發、and let 
Ci = 0. We construct a table containing all strings in Z^. 
1. The first row of the table contains the codewords themselves, with c： = 0 
in the first position. 
Q C2 C3 • • • CM 
2. We choose a string of smallest weight that has not yet appeared in the table 
called it /2, and place it below 0. Then we add /2 to each ofthe codewords 
in the top row of the table, and place the results in the second row, 
_2 ^ ^ …. CM 
/2 /2 + C2 /2 + C3 • • . /2+CM 
3. Again, we choose a string of smallest weight that has not yet appeared in 
the table, place it in the first column, and fill out that row by adding this 
string to each codeword. 
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4. Continuing in this way until all strings in Z^ are included, we get a table 
of this form 
_2 ^ C3 • . • CM 
/2 /2 + C2 /2 + C3 … . / 2 + CM 
: : • • ~ J ^ : : : 
/q fg + 2^ fq + C3 . . . fg + CM 
Such a table is referred to as a standard array for the linear code C. Each row 
of the array is called a coset of C, and the string in the first position in a given 
row is the coset leader for this coset. 
Lemma 2.3 Let C he a linear [n,k]-code with standard array A, then 
1- Every string in Z^ appears exactly once in A. 
2. The number of rows ofA is p^~^. 
3 . � • strings x and y inTL^ lie in the same coset (row) ofA if and only if 
the difference x - y is a codeword. 
Proposit ion 2.8 Let C be a p-ary [n, k]-code, with standard array A. For any 
—g 工'^ ^'仇已 codeword c that lies at the top of the column containing x is 
nearest neighbour codeword to x. 
The difference a; - c between the received string x and the nearest neighbour 
interpretation c at the top of the column containing a:, is the coset leader for the 
coset containing x. This difference (and hence the coset leader) is called the error 
string. 
We now introduce the dual code 7^丄 of a linear code C. 
Definition 2.22 Let A = {ai, a2, a3, •. •，aJ C Z^ be any code. The set 
A^ = {tti，a2,... ’as}i = {a: E Z^ : x • a, = 0V1 < i < 5} 
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“ called the orthogonal complement ofA. The orthogonal complement 4丄 ofany 
code A is a linear code called the dual code ofA. 
Definition 2.23 Let A = {ai, • •.，aJ C Z； and let 
0>i = 0,ilCli2 . . . ttin for 1 < i < s 
The equations 
0'ii^i H f- ttinXn 二 0 for 1 < i < s 
are called the parity check equations for the code A^. Let A = {aij) then we can 
write this as 
x i . . . Xn]A^ = [0.. . 0 
The matrix A is called a parity check matrix for the code 4丄. 
Theorem 2.7 Let A be a code. A string x = X1X2. ..x^ is in the dual code 4丄 
i/ and only if its components X1,X2,. • .,Xn satisfy the parity check equations for 
义丄.Erprcsscd in term of the parity check matrix, we have 
4丄 二 {a: G Z^ : xA' = 0 } 
Definition 2.24 A parity check matrixfor a linearp-ary [n, k]-code C is a matrix 
P with the property that 
C = {rr G Z^ : xPt 二 Q } 
Lemma 2.4 
1. IfC and D are codes and C C D then 6^丄 2 1)丄. 
么 Let C be a linear [n,k]-code over Zp, with generator matrix G. IfG has 
誦8 {gu.. .,gk}, then ^ 7丄={夕丄，• •.’夕众}丄.In other words, ^ 丄 is the set 
of all strings that are orthogonal to every row ofG. In symbols, 
C^ = {x G Z ; : xG' = 0} 
Thus, G is also a parity check matrix for ^ 7丄. 
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3- IfC is a linear [n, k]-code, then 0丄 is a linear [n,n — k]-code. That is, 
dim(Ci) = n-dim{C). 
4- For any linear code C, we have ^7丄丄=C. 
It is useful to clarify the relationship between generator matrices and parity 
check matrices, which we show in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.8 
1. Any matrix A is a parity check matrix for some linear code. 
么 Any matrix with linearly independent rows is both a generator matrix and 
a parity matrix. 
3- ^ generator matrixfor a code C is the parity check matrixfor the dual code 
C^. 
入.Any linear code C has a parity check matrix. In particular，a generator 
matrix for the dual code。丄 is a parity check matrix for C. 
Definition 2.25 A code C for which C 二。丄 is said to be self-dual. 
Theorem 2.9 Let P be a parity check matrixfor a linear [n, k, d]-code C. Then 
飯爪—mum distance d is the smallest integer r for which there are r linearly 
dependent columns in P. 
Proo/. Let the columns of P be denoted by pi, . • .,p^. Consider any row matrix 
ci C2 •. • Cn], we have 
n n 
[Cl C2 •. • Cn ]P' = Y^ a • {i'^ row o f P ” = Y^ a . Pi (2.10) 
l=l i=l 
which is just a linear combination of the columns of P. Suppose that r is the 
minimum number of linearly dependent columns. Then there exists constants 
Ci,. •.，Cn, of which exactly r are nonzero, for which 
CiC2 …，Cn]P^ = 0 
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But this says that c = c i . --Cn is in C. Since w{c) = r, we get d = w{C) < r. 
On the other hand, if c = ci • ..c^ is a codeword of minimum weight d = w{C), 
then (2.10) holds, and we deduce that the d columns of P corresponding to the d 
nonzero elements q are linearly dependent. Hence, r < d. This shows that r = d. 
• 
2.2.1 Syndrome decoding 
One of the advantages of using parity check matrices is that they can be used for 
efficient implementation of nearest neighbour decoding. 
Definition 2.26 Let P be the parity check matrix for a linear code C C ZJ. The 
syndrome S{x) of a string x in ZJ is the product a:Pt 
Proposition 2.9 Let P be the parity check matrix for a linear code C C Z^ and 
let S be the syndrome function for P. Then for all x, y G ZJ and a e Zp, 
‘ 1. ifP has size m x n, then S{x) e Z^. 
么 S{x + y) = S{x) + S{y). 
3. S{ax) 二 0：纲. 
4' X G C if and only if S{x) = 0. 
Theorem 2.10 Let C be a linear code. Two strings x and y are in the same 
coset of any standard array for C if and only if they have the same syndrome. 
Proof. A standard array for C has the form 
Q C2 C3 . . • CM 
/ 2 / 2 + C2 / 2 + C3 … / 2 + CM 
’ ‘ ： ： r • • • • • 
fq fq + C2 fq + C3 … f q + CM 
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Let X = fi + Ck and y = 力 + Q. Then 
^工）=S{fi + c,) = S{fi) + S{ck) = S{fi) 
and similarly S{y) = S{fj). Thus, S{x) = S{y) ifand only i f 5 ( / , ) = 5 ½ ) , that 
is，S{fi 一 fj) = 0. But the latter is equivalent to fi - f j e C, which happens if 
and only if i = j, that is，if and only if a: and y lie in the same coset of the array. 
Theorem 2.10 states that, under the nearest neighbour decoding, the error 
string e in a received word rr is the coset leader of the coset containing x and that 
the nearest neighbour codeword is c = a: — e. But, the syndrome ofx is equal to 
the syndrome o feand since the syndromes ofthe coset leaders are all distinct, we 
can find e by comparing the syndrome o f x t o the syndromes ofthe coset leaders. 
So, we only need to make a list of coset leaders and their syndromes, which is 
called a syndrome table for C. 




Now，nearest neighbour docoding can be implemented by the following simple 
algorithm. 
1. Compute the syndrome S{x) of the received string. 
2. Compare it with the list of syndromes ofthe coset leaders. If5(a;) = S{fi) , 
then fi is the error string and c 二 a; — /^ is a nearest neighbour codeword. 
Remark 2.2 A standard array for a p-ary [n,k]-code C has p""^ rows. If P 
仏 ^ Pa_ check matrix for C and P has linearly independent rows, then it has 
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size {n - k) x n and therefore each syndrome xP^ is an element ofZ^~^. Since 
^p~^\ = P^~^, we conclude that the set of syndromes is the entire space Z^~^. 
2.2.2 Equivalence of codes 
Definition 2.27 Let C be an r-ary {n,M)-code over the alphabet A. Consider 
the following two-step procedure for transforming C. 
1. Permute the code symbols in each codeword in C, using a permutation a. 
That is, replace each codeword c = C1C2 •.. c„ G C by the word 
^a{i)Ca{2).. • c^(n)• Deuote the resulting code by D. 
么 For each position i, permute the code symbols in the i^^ position of the code-
words in D, using a permutation TTj (possibly different for each position i). 
That is, replace each codeword d = d1d2 ‘ • • d^ with 7r1(d1)7r2(rf2) • • • 7r„(rf„). 
Call the resulting code E. 
i4 code E is said to be equivalent to a code C if E can be obtained from C using 
the procedure above. 
Lemma 2.5 Ifthe code alphabet A contains 0, then any code overA is equivalent 
to a code that contains the zero codeword 0 二 0...0. AZso, equivalent codes have 
the same parameters (length, size, and minimum distance). 
A linear code C can be described by giving a generator matrix or by giving 
a parity check matrix. We can obtain a parity check matrix from a generator 
matrix, or vice versa. The following proposition can identify whether two linear 
codes are equivalent or not. 
Definition 2.28 Let C he a linear code, with generator matrix G. If any of 
the following operations are performed on the rows or columns of G, the code 
generated by the resulting matrix is said to be scalar multiple equivalent to C. 
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1' Interchange any two rows ofG. 
忍.Multiply any row ofG by a nonzero scalar. 
3. Add a multiple of one row ofG to another row ofG. 
4. Interchange any two columns ofG. 
‘ 5. Multiply any column ofG by a nonzero scalar. 
l^e refer to these operations as the five elementary matrix operations. 
Definition 2.29 A k x n matrix is in left standard form if it has the form 
^ = [h\Mk,n-k] 
切/iere 1, is the identity matrix of size k x k, and M, , . _ , is a matrix of size 
k X ( n 一 k). 
Proposition 2.10 Let G be a generator matrix for a linear code C. Then it 
''••，by applying the five elementary matrij： operations, to bring G to left 
— f o r m . Therefore, C is scalar multiple equivalent to a code that has a 
generator matrix in left standard form. 
Proposition 2.11 ThematrizG = [h\B] isagenerator matrixfor an [n,k]-
code C if and only if the matrix 
P=[-B'lI^_,] 
is a parity matrix for C. 
Source encoding with a generator matrix in left standard form makes some 
of the concepts involved stand out more clearly. If C is a [n, k]-code, the source 
encoding process is 
S =喻...Sk ~> C = sG = 5i52 • . • SkXi • . . Xn-k 
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The extra n-k elements Xi, X2... Xn-k of the codeword c are present only to 
correct errors in transmission, for they contribute nothing to the meaning of the 
source message. That is, the x^'s are the rebundant data. The number n 一 k 
of rebundant symbols is called the rebundancy of the code. On the other hand, 
when we encode with a generator matrix that is not in left standard form, the 
rebundant data is "mixed in" with the source information, so that retriving the 
latter (source decoding) requires more computation. 
2.2.3 An introduction to cyclic codes 
We start with the following definition of cyclic codes. For more information about 
the topic, see [Va82], [Va88] and [Ts91 . 
Definition 2.30 The right cyclic shift of a string x = X1X2 . --Xn is the string 
^nXi • "Xn-i obtained by shifting each element to the right one position, wrapping 
the last element around to the first position. A linear code C is cyclic if whenever 
c G C then the right cyclic shift of c is also in C. 
Here, we assume that (n,p) = 1. 
Denote P n ( ^ ) be the set of all polynomials of degree less than n，with coefficients 
in Zp. Observe that ZJ is isomorphic to Zp[x]/(x" - 1)，we now identify the word 
(ao, ai, •..，a„_i) with the corresponding polynomial a^ + a ix^ f- an-iX^~^. 
Multiplication by x now is nothing but a cyclic shift of the word since a cyclic 
code is linear by definition. 
Definition 2.31 In the set Pn{I^p) of all polynomials of degree less than n, the 
operation ofmultiplication modulo x^-1 is defined by taking the ordinary product, 
then dividing by x^ — 1 and keeping only the remainder. 
Let Rn{I^p) be the set of all polynomials of degree less than n, with coefficients 
from the set Zp, and with the operations of addition of polynomials, scalar multi-
plication of a polynomial by an element of Zp and multiplication modulo x^ - 1. 
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Proposition 2.12 A linear code C C R^ is cyclic ifand only ifp{x) e C implies 
—t f{x)p{x) e C for any polynomial f{x) e Rn. In other words, a linear code 
C in Z^ is cyclic if and only ifC is an ideal in Zp[a:]/(x^ — 1). 
Proposition 2.13 Let C be a cyclic code in R^. Then there is a unique polyno-
mz.a/ g{x) in C that is both monic and has the smallest degree among all nonzero 
polynomials in C. Moreover，C = {{g{x))). In other words, a cyclic code is a 
principal ideal generated by a polynomial g{x), called the generator polynomial 
Lemma 2.6 A monic polynomial p{x) e Rn{Zp) is the generator polynomial of 
a cyclic code in Rn{Zp) if and only if it divides the polynomial x^ - 1. 
For more details, see [Ro96], [Ha86] and [Ho92]. The following theorem is impor-
tant in cyclic codes. 
Theorem 2.11 Let C be a nonzero cyclic code in R^ with generator polynomial 
夕(工)=9o + 9ix + . • • + QkX^, of degree k. Then C has basis 
^={9{x).xg{x),.,.,x^-'-'g{x)} 
and generator matrix 
( \ 
如 9i 92 . . . gk 0 0 . . . 0 
0 9o 9\ 92 •.. Qk 0 . . . 0 
G 二 0 0 go 仍 Q2 ... gk \ 
• • 
• • * . • • • ^ 
. . • • •. 0 
\0 0 . . . 0 ffo 9i 92 ... Qk) 
—se n 一 k rows each consist of a right cyclic shift of the row above. Note that 
dim(C) = n 一 degg{x). 
P—f- We know that any codeword in C has the form c{x) = a{x)g{x) for some 
polynomial a{x). Since g{x) | x^ 一 1，we write x" _ 1 = h(x)g(x). Dividing a{x) 
by h{x) gives 
a(a:) = f{x)h(x) + r(x) 
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where the remainder r{x) is either 0 or has degree less than that of h{x), Multi-
plying this by g{x) and noting that h{x)g{x) = 0 in R^, we get 
c(T) = a(x)g(x) = f{x)h{x)g{x) + r{x)g{x) = r{x)g{x) 
and so, ifc{x) is not the zero polynomial, then r{x) + 0 and so c(x) = r(x)g(x) is 
a multiple ofg(x), where the polynomial r(x) has degree at most deg/i(a:) — 1 = 
n — k - 1. It follows that r{x) = r � + nx + . •. + rn-k-ix^~^~^ and so 
cOr) = r^g{x) + rixg{x) + •.. + Tn-k-ix^'^-^g{x) 
is a linear combination of the elements of B. Hence, B spans C. It is not difficult 
to show that B is linearly independent, whence it is a basis of C. Since the string 
versions of the polynomials in B are the rows of G, it follows that G is a generator 
matrix for C and since |5| 二 n - k, it follows that dim(C) = n 一 k.D 
By lemma 2.6, we see that the generator polynomial g(x) of a cyclic code 
C C Rn divides x^ — 1. Hence, we can write 
x^ - 1 二 h{x)g{x) 
where h{x) G Rn. The polynomial h{x), which has degree equal to the dimension 
ofC，is called the check polynomial of C. Since the generator polynomial g{x) is 
unique, so is the check polynomial. 
Theorem 2.12 Let C be a cyclic code in R^, with check polynomial h{x). Then 
a polynomial p{x) e Rn is in C ifand only ifp{x)h{x) = 0 in Rn-
Proof. Note that h{x)g{x) = 0 in Rn. If p{x) is a codeword, then p{x) = f{x)g{x) 
for some polynomial f{x) and so p{x)h{x) = f(x)g{x)h{x) = 0 in R^. Conversely, 
iip{x)h{x) = 0 in Rn, we write 
P(x) = g(oo)g{x)^r{x) 
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where r(x) = 0 or degr{x) < deg^(x). Multiplying by h{x) gives 
0 = p{x)h{x) = q{x)g{x)h{x) + r{x)h(x) = r{x)h{x) 
and since deg[r(x)/i(a;)] < deg[^(o:)/i(rr)] = deg{x^ - 1) = n，we deduce that r{x) 
must be the zero polynomial. Hence, p{x) = q(x)g{x) e C.D 
By theorem 2.6, we can obtain a parity check matrix from the check polyno-
mial h{x) of a cyclic code. 
Let {x- 一 1) = g{x)h{x) e Z,[x]. If g(x) = g, + g,x + •. • + g ^ f ^ and 
K^) = hQ + hix + ——h hkX ,^ then 
/ X 
9o 9i 92 ... 9k 0 0 ... 0 
0 ffo 9\ 92 •.. Qk 0 . . . 0 
G 二 0 0 go gi g^  . . . gj, \ 
• • 
• : ••• ..• •.. 0 
V^ 0 . . . 0 go gi g2 . . . gk) 
is a generator matrix for the code C with generator polynomial g{x) and 
(hk hk-i hk-2 . . . ho 0 0 . . . o \ 
0 hk hk-i hk-2 •.. ho 0 . . . 0 
H = 0 0 hk hk-i hk-2 .. • ho ': 
: 丨 . . . . • • ... 0 
V^ 0 … 0 hk hk-i hk—2 . . . hy 
is a parity check matrix of C. We call h{x) the check polynomial. 
Lemma 2.7 IfC is a cyclic code with checkpolynomialh{x), then the matrix H 
defined above is a parity check matrix for C. 
The code with h{x) as generator polynomial is equivalent to C\ So 7^丄 has 
a generator polynomial x^h(x-^). C has dimension n 一 deg^^(x). 
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2.3 Special linear codes 
In this section, we will introduce some special linear codes, and its error correction 
ability. These codes are 
1. The Hamming codes 
2. The simplex codes 
3. Reed-Muller codes 
4. The BCH codes 
For more details, see [Ro96], [Ha86] and [Ho92]. We study the Goppa codes, a 
kind of algebraic-geometric codes, in chapter 3. 
2.3.1 Hamming codes 
Definition 2.32 The Hamming matrix Hp{h) is a parity check matrix for a lin-
ear [n, k, d]-code Hp{h) over Zp with parameters 
p^ - 1 , 
n 二 - , k 二 n - h, d 二 3 
p - 1 
This code is called the p-ary Hamming code with parameter h. Thus Hp{h) is an 
exactly single-error-correcting code. 
The decoding algorithm of Hamming codes is simple. 
Theorem 2.13 Suppose a codeword from the Hamming code Hp{h) suffers a 
single error, resulting in the received word x, and let a be the most significant 
^o>lue ofS{x). Ifthe column ofHp{h) containing a-^S{x) is in the 2.认 column, 
then the error string is aCi and the nearest neighbour codeword to x is x 一 aei. 
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Proo/. An error on the position produces an error string of the form ae^ for some 
nonzero a G Zp. The syndrome of the received word a; = c + ae,- is thus 
纲 = S { c ) + S{aei) = aeiHp{hY 
which is a times the i^ column of H,{h). But since the most significant value of 
any column of Hp{h) is equal to 1, the first nonzero entry in the syndrome is a. 
Multiply the syndrome by a—i gives the z_^  column of Hp{h)n 
Now the Hamming codes are remarkable codes, especially when it comes to 
decoding. Also, the transimssion rate of the Hamming code Hp{h) is 
R{H,{h)) = - = 1 - ^ 
n n 
which tends to the maximum possible value of 1 as n gets large. Unfortunately, 
the error correction rate of Hp{h) is 
^ 1 
6{C) = i ^ =丄 
n n 
which tends to the worst possible value of 0 as n gets large. 
2.3.2 Simplex codes 
I^ he dual ofthe binaryHamming code 糊 is called the simplex code, denoted 
by S{h). Since the rows of the matrix 糊 are linearly independent, this matrix 
is a generator matrix for S{h). 
The simplex code S{h) can be described as follows: 
1. S{2) = (011,101) = {000,011,101,110} 
2. For any integer h > 2， 
S(h + 1) = {aOa : a G 5(/i)} U {ala^ : a 6 5'(A)} 
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The simplex code S{h) is a [2" - l，"，2"-i]-code with the property that the 
distance between every pair of distinct codewords is 2"_i. The simplex code S{h) 
has length n = 2^ 一 1 and dimension h. The generator matrix H2(h + 1) can be 
obtained from two copies of the matrix H2(h) as follows 
^0 ... 0 1 1 ... 1、 
H2(h + l)= 0 
ff2(h) ': H2(h) 
V 0 ； 
Now, any codeword c in S(h + 1) is a sum of the rows of H2(h + 1). Hence, c 
has the form c = aab, where a is a sum of rows of H2{h) (and possibly the zero 
row) and is therefore a codeword in S{h), a is either a 0 or a 1 and b is equal to 
a or a + 1 = a^ depending upon whether or not the first row of H2{h + 1) is 
included in the sum. Thus, there are two cases. 
Case 1. If the sum constituting c does not involve the first row of H2{h + 1) then 
c 二 aOa，where a G S[h). 
Case 2. If the sum constituting c does involve the first row of H2(h + 1) then c 二 
ala^, where a G S{h). 
2.3.3 Reed-Muller codes 
Reed-Muller codes are one of the oldest families of codes, and have been widely 
used in application. For each positive integer m, and each integer r satisfying 
0 < r < m, the r^ order Reed-Muller code ^(r，m) is a binary linear code with 
parameters 
n = 2爪，M = 2i+(T)+-+(7)，d = 2爪" 
We study the first order Reed-Muller codes lZ(m). 
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Definition 2.33 The Reed-Muller codes n{m) are binary codes defined, for all 
integers m > 1，as follows: 
1.尺(1) = l\ = {00,01,10,11}. 
么 Form > 1, 
7e(m + 1) 二 {uu : u G n{m)) U {uu^ : u G n{m)) 
T— is, — codewords in Ti{m + 1) are formed by juxtaposing each codeword in 
7^(m) with itself and with its complement. 
We consider some properties of first Reed-Muller codes ^(m) . 
1. For m > 1, the Reed-Muller code n{m) is a linear (2^，2m+i，2^—i)-code 
for which every codeword except 0 and 1 has weight 2 ^ ] . 
2. A generator matrix for 7^(l) is 
D ^0 l\ 
Ri = 
V 1) 
3. If n(m) is a generator matrix for 7^(m), then a generator matrix for 7^(m + 
1) is 
p fo … 0 1 … l ] 
^m+l = 
\ Rm Rm j 
4. The rows of n{m) can be described as follows. The first row of ^ (m) 
consists of a block of 2^-iQs followed by a block of 2^-^ls. 
2 -^iQs 2^-ils 
^ > / ^ " ^ ^ ^ 
0-..0 1...1 
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The next row of 7Z{m) consists of alternating blocks of Os and ls of length 
2n-2 
2^ -2Qs 2^-^ls 2^-^Os 2^-2ls 
<•^•^^ ^^ /—'^ /—^^ /'—^^  
0...0 1...1 0...0 1...1 
In general, the i^^ row of 7Z(m) consists of alternating blocks of Os and ls 
of length 2^-\ The m*" row of 7Z(m) thus consists of alternating Os and 
ls. The last row of 7Z(m) is a row of all ls. 
5. The columns of7l(m) can be described as follows. Excluding the last row of 
7l(m), the columns of 7Z(m) consist of all possible binary strings of length 
m which, when read from the top down as binary numbers, are 0，1，•. •， 
2^ 一 1，in this order. 
It is very interesting to compare the characteristics of the Reed-Muller codes 
with those of the Hamming codes. For approximately the same codeword length 
(2爪 for Reed-Muller, 2^ - 1 for Hamming), the code size of Reed-Muller (2^+i) 
is significantly smaller than that of Hamming (2^^-^-my with the Hamming 
I 
codes, we pay for the large code size with a minimum distance of only three (and 丨 
thus only single-error correction). For the Reed-Muller codes, the relatively large 
minimum distance grows along with the code size. 
There is a decoding algorithm for the Reed-Muller codes, called the majority 
logic decoding, or Reed decoding. For details, see [Ro96 . 
2.3.4 B C H codes 
The BCH codes were discovered by R.C. Bose, D.K. Ray-Chaudhuri, and A. 
Hocquenghem. The BCH codes are important codes for several reasons. First, 
they have good error-correcting properties when the length is not too large, they 
can be encoded and decoded relatively easily and they provide a good basis upon 
which to build other families of codes. 
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Definition 2.34 Let 0 be a primitive n^^ root of unity in an extension field of 
Fg. Let g{x) be the least common multiple ofthe minimal polynomials of 
pi,pi+�..,pi+t-2*K teN 
77ie cyclic code oflength n overFg with generatorpolynomial g{x) is called a BCH 
C0c?e with designed distance t. Now we restrict to the case t = 1. Ifn = q^ — 1 
脑 k P b primitive in F^, the code is called a primitive BCH code. 
Theorem 2.14 The minimum distance of a BCH code with designed distance t 
is at least t. 
P7W/. A word c = (c0,ci, • • . ,cn- i ) is in the code if and only if it has inner 
product 0 with every row of the matrix 
^1 p .. • jT_i \ 
1 ^ . . . p2(n-l) 
xJ I ^ ^ 
� 1 pt-l . . . p(n-l){t-l)^ 
Any t - 1 columns of H form a Vandermonde matrix. Since this matrix has 
determinant ^ 0, the columns are linearly independent. It follows that c cannot 
have weight less than , . • 
Assume one knows optimal codes, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.15 Ifp is a prime and d < n < p 一 1，then the code B,{n, d), that 
zs，the BCH codes over Z^ is an optimal [n,n- d + l,d]-code over Z^ and so 
^p(n,d)=p" -^+i . 
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Proof. Let d < n < p-l. We construct a linear code B of length n and minimum 
distance d over Zp. Consider the matrix 
/ l 1 1 . . . 1 \ 
1 2 3 … n 
P= 1 22 32 . . . n2 • • • • 
• 鲁 » • 
• 參 • _ 
� 1 2 “ 3^-2 . . . n^-2y 
where all the elements are in Zp. Since any d 一 1 columns of P form a Vander-
monde matrix with distinct elements (this is why we need n < p-l), we conclude 
that any d 一 1 columns of P are linearly independent. On the other hand, since 
P has only d - 1 rows, the maximum number of linearly independent columns is 
the same as the maximum number of linearly independent rows, so no d columns 
of P are linearly independent. Hence Bp(ji, d) is a linear [n, n-d+l, <i]-code over 
Zp. Since the parameters of the code Bp{n,d) give equality in Singleton bound 
for Ap{n, d). So Ap(n, d) = p^'^+^0 
The above construction can be extended to any prime power p, so the above 
theorem holds for any prime power as well. 
For the decoding algorithm of the BCH codes, they required computation and 
we will not concentrate on this. For more details, see [Va88], [Ro96] and [Ho92 . 
2.4 Bounds on codes 
2.4.1 Spheres in Z? 
In this section, one can get a more geometric view of the error correction prop-
erties of a code. The reader is referred to [Ts91], [Va82] and [Va88 . 
Definition 2.35 Let x be a string in Z^ and let p > 0. The sphere S^ in Z? 
with center x and radius p is the set of all strings in Z^ whose distance from x 
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is at most p. In symbols， 
sn^.p) = {yez-,:d{x,y)<p} 
Definition 2.36 The volume ofthe sphere S^[x,p) is 
K�) = E ( � - i , 
Ai—O 
5^nce the volume ofasphere S^{x,p) does not depend on the centerx, we use the 
notation V^(p) for convenience. 
Definition 2.37 Let C be an r-ary (n, M, d)-code. The packing radius of C, 
这簡磁 by pr{C), is the largest possible radius for a set a disjoint spheres, one 
cenferec? at each codeword. We refer to the spheres S^{c,pr{C)), centered at each 
codeword c, as the packing spheres for C. 
Proposition 2.14 The packing radius of an {n,M, d)-code is pr{C) = [^\, 
"ence a code C is exactly v-error-correcting if and only ifpr{C) = v. 
2.4.2 Perfect codes 
Definition 2.38 An r-ary (n, M, d)-code C = {ci,...，CM>, with code alphabet 
或 is said to be perfect if any of the following equivalent conditions holds: 
1. E^y string in A^ is contained in some packing sphere, in symbols 
" U ^ ( c , , p r ( C 7 ) ) 
忍.The union of the packing spheres is precisely A^, in symbols 
# = U ,^ ( c , , p r (C7 ) ) 
3. The sum of the volumes of the packing spheres is equal to the number of 
strings in A^, in symbols 
|^ d-lj 
M - V ; " ( L ^ J ) = r - o r M . i : ( 3 ( r " - l ) * = r" 
A;=0 \ ^ 
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The last condition is known as the sphere packing condition. It can be used to 
determine the size M of a perfect code with given minimum distance d. 
We give some examples of perfect codes. 
1. (n,r", l)-code, which is the whole space Z^. 
2. (n, 1，2n + l)-code, which is the zero codeword. 
3. (2m + 1，2，2m + l)-code, which is the binary repetition code. 
4. ( ^ , r"-^, 3)-code, where r is a prime power and h > 2, satisfies the sphere 
packing condition. The Hamming codes have these parameters and there-
fore perfect. However, the Hamming codes are not the only family of codes 
with these parameters. 
We see that perfect codes are not only perfect, but also rare. 
2.4.3 Famous numbers Ar{n,d) and the sphere-covering 
and sphere packing bounds 
For given values of n and d, we let Ar(n,d) be the largest possible size M for 
which there exists an r-ary (n, M, rf)-code. Thus 
A{n, d) = max{M : there exists an r-ary (n, M, rf)-code} (2.11) 
Any (n, M, d)-code C that has maximum size, that is, for which M = Ar{n,d), 
is called an optimal code. It is not difficult for the reader to show the following 
results: 
Lemma 2.8 
1. ^2(4,3) = 2 
2. 乂2(5，3)二4 
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3. U d > 0 is even, then A2{r1, d) = A2(r1 - 1，d 一 1). 
1 Ar{n,d) < 严 V 1 <d<n 
5. Ar[n,l)=产 
6. Ar{n,n) = r 
7. Ar{n,d) < rAr{n-l^d) 
8. Let d be an odd positive integer. Then a binary (n，M, d)-code exists if and 
0* ^f « binary (n + 1，M, d + l)-code exists. 
Theorem 2.16 (Sphere-covering and sphere-packing bounds) IfV^{p) 
denotes the volume of a sphere of radius p in Z�then 
fp^  71 
V-[d-l) ^ � ( … 句 ^ v ; n ( [ ^ j ) (2.12) 
i^?o/. Let C = {c1,c2, •. •，CM> be an optimal r-ary (n, M, rf)-code over Z^. Thus 
M = Mn.d). Because C has maximal size, there can be no string in Z) whose 
distance from every codeword in C is at least d. For if there were such a string, 
we could simply add it to C, and there obtain an (n, M + 1，d)-code. Thus every 
string in 1�has distance at most d - 1 from some codeword in C and so every 
string in Z - is obtained in at least one of the spheres S - { c u d - l ) . For this reason 
the spheres S ^ { a , d - 1) cover the set Z?, in symbols Z? C U = i S ^ { a , d - 1). 
Since |2；；?| = 严’ the above argument gives 
M M M 
严 < I U � f e ， d 一 1)1 < [ |5,^ (C, d - 1)1 = ^ yn^d - 1) = K^(rf 一 1) • M 
i=i =^1 i=i 
Dividing both sides by F^(ci - 1) gives ^ ^ < M. Since M 二 A,{n, d\ so 
j.n 
V;n(^_ l ) ^ ^r{n, d) [Sphere-covering bound for Ar{n, d)] (2.13) 
It remains to prove the other side of the inequality, let C 二 {ci,c2, • •.，c^} be 
an optimal (n,M,d)-code, and set e = [ ^ J - Since the packing spheres S^{cue) 
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are disjoint, we have J2^^ |#(Q,e)| < \Z^ \ and since |5;^(ci,e)| = V;^(e), this is 
equivalent to V^ (^e) • M < r\ Dividing by V;"{e) gives M < ^ . Since C is 
optimal, M — Ar{n, d) and so 
f^n j,n 
^r(n, d) < y ^ = ^^ ( 1 叫 ) [Sphere-packing bound for ^ ( n , d)] (2.14) 
Combine (2.13) and (2.14), we get the required inequalities. • 
2.4.4 The Singleton and Plotkin bounds 
The sphere-packing bound is not only useful upper bound on the values of 
Ar{n, d). We consider two additional bounds. 
Theorem 2.17 (Singleton bound) 
Ar{n,d) < 严-抖1 
Proof. Let C be an (n, M, d)-code. If we remove the last d — 1 positions 
from each codeword in C, the resulting shortened codewords must all be distinct. 
For if any two were identical, the original codewords could have differed only 
among their last d-1 places, and hence would have a distance at most d-l. Thus, 
there are as many shortened codewords as original codewords. But the number 
of shortened codewords is at most r"~^+^ Hence, Ar{n.d) 二 M < y^—d+i 
We introduce another bound, Plotkin bound, by using a lemma. 
Lemma 2.9 Let M be a positive integer. As k ranges over the integers from 0 
to M, the maximum value of f{k) = k{M - k) is M^/4 when M is even and 
(M2 - 1)/4 when M is odd. 
Let C be a binary (n, M, d)-code. We consider the sum 
S = ^d{ci,cj) 
i<3 
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This is the sum of the distances between all pairs of codewords in C. On the one 
hand’ since d{a,cj) > d{C) = d, for all codewords c, and 9 , and since there are 
( f ) pairs of codewords in C, we have 
S = ^ d ( a , c j ) > d f ^ 
i<j \ ^ / 
One the other hand, we compute the sum S by looking at each position. 
Suppose the codewords in C have the form 
Ci = CiiCi2 . . • Cin 
for 1 < i < M. We consider the first positions Cn,. •.，CMi from each codeowrd. 
If k of these bits are equal to 1，and M-k bits are equal to 0，then these bits 
contribute exactly k{M - k) to the sum S. By lemma 2.9, if M is even, then 
A;(M - k) < M V 4 and if M is odd, then k(M — k) < {M^ - l)/4. 
We can make the same deductions for any ofthe n positions. Hence, the total 
contribution of all positions to the sum S is at most n{M^)/A for M even and 
n(ikf2 - l)/4 for M odd. After some calculations, we get the following result. 
Proposition 2.15 (Plotkin bound) 
1. Ifd is even, then, for n < 2d, 
A2{n,d)<2 ^^^ 
2d - n ^ • 
and for n = 2d, A2{2d, d) = M. 
么 If d is odd, then, for n < 2d + 1， 
A2{n,d)<2 二 々 1 2a + 1 — n ^ -
and for n = 2d + 1，A2{2d + 1，d) < 4d + 4. 
Although the Plotkin bound holds only for a rather restricted values for n, it 
seems superior to the sphere-packing bound in that range. In fact it is thought 
by some coding-theorists that the Plotkin upper bound actually gives the true 
value of A2(n, d) for n < 2d + 1, but this is not been proven. 
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2.4.5 The Gilbert-Varshamov bound 
I 
Theorem 2.18 (Gilbert-Varshamov bound) There exists a p-ary linear [n, k, d -
code if 
k f rf < 
P Vr'{d-2) 
Thus, ifp^ is the largest power ofp satisfying the inequality, we have Ap(n, k) > 
p^. The inequality displayed above is called the Gilbert- Varshamov inequality. 
Proof. We consider linear codes, we pick columns for a parity check matrix P. 
To construct a linear [n, k, d]-code, we pick n columns of length n — k, with the 
» 
requirement that no d 一 1 of these columns are linearly dependent. The latter 
amounts to saying that no column is a linear combination of d — 2 (or fewer) of 
the previous columns. 
The first column of P can be any nonzero string in Z^~^. In general, we 
choose the i^ column (for i > 2) of P so that it is not a linear combination of 
i 
any d - 2 (or fewer) of the previously chosen columns. For a particular choice of 
j < d — 2 of these i 一 1 columns, there are (p - 1)) choices for nonzero coefficients 
to form linear combinations of these columns. Since there are (^ T )^ choices of j 
columns, the number of linear combinations (with nonzero coefficients) of exactly 
j columns is 
C;>-iy 
Summing this over j = 1，2，•..，d 一 2，we see that the number of linear combina-
tions of d — 2 or fewer columns is the number 
-.=gC;>-iy 
Since the total number of strings of length n - k is p""^, we see that, excluding 
the zero column as well, there are enough strings left to choose the i^ column 
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provided that Ni + 1 < p"_^ It follows that we may form the entire parity check 
matrix of n columns if N^ + 1 < p^-K But Nn + 1 二 V;"-i(6Z — 2) and so we get 
the required bound.D 
Remark 2.3 The Gilbert-Varshamov bound is better than the sphere packing 
^ound. However, since it was derived using linear codes, it applies only to radixes 
ofprime power, whereas the sphere-packing bound applies to all radixes. 
i 
Chapter 3 
Algebraic curves over finite fields 
and the Goppa codes 
In this chapter, one will consider algebraic curves over finite fields. The fields we 
consider may not be algebraically closed. The structure of algebraic curves over 
finite fields is different from that of over an algebraic closed field. In the later 
part of this chapter, we will study the relationship between algebraic curves over 
arbitary field and the algebraic-geometric codes. We study the properties of the 
Goppa codes. The reader can see [Va88], [Car91], [Ts91], [Sh94] and [Sh95] for 
more information. It follows exposition of Carlos, Moreno [Car91 . 
3.1 Algebraic curves over finite fields 
3.1.1 Affine varieties 
Affine n-space over a finite field k is the set A" consisting of all n-tuples of 
elements of k. If p is a point in A^ and p = (ai, • •.，a )^, then the ai E k are 
called the coordinates of p. A 二 k[xi, •. •, Xn] denotes the polynomial ring in n 
variables over k. The evaluation of a polynomial f e A at points in A^ gives a 
map / : A" — k. The set of point p e A" where f{p) = 0 is the set of zeros of / . 
85 
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If T C A, we associate with T the subset of A " given by 
Z{T) = {p e A ： f{p) = 0 v / e T } 
Definition 3.1 A subset Y ofA^ is called an algebraic subset if there exists a 
subset T C A such that Y = Z{T). 
Definition 3.2 The Zariski topology on A" is defined by taking the open subsets 
to be the complements of the algebraic sets. 
Definition 3.2 makes sense since one can show that 
1. The union of two algebraic sets is an algebraic set. 
2. The intersection of any family of algebraic sets is an algebraic set. 
3. The empty set and the whole space are algebraic sets. 
Definition 3.3 A non-empty subset Y of a topological space X is said to be 
irreducible if it cannot be expressed as the union Y = Y,uY2 of two proper subsets, 
eac/i of which is closed in Y. The empty set is considered to be irreducible. 
Definition 3.4 An affine variety is an irreducible closed subset ofA^. An open 
suhset of an affine variety is a quasi-affine variety. 
If Y is a subset of A^, we define the ideal of Y in A 二 k[xi, • • •，x^] by 
i{Y) = {f e A ： f{p) = 0 ypeY] 
Definition 3.5 IfY C A^ is an affine algebraic set，we define the affine coordi-
nate ring A[Y) to be the quotient A/I{Y). 
If Y is an affine variety, then I{Y) is a prime ideal and therefore A{Y) is an 
integral domain. The coordinate ring A{Y) of an affine algebraic set is a finitely 
generated A:-algebra. 
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Now, a topological space V is said to be noetherian [Re95], [Ma90], [Car91 
if for any sequence Yi D V2 D .. • of closed subsets there is a positive integer 
r such that Yr == yj<+i = . • •. If X is a noetherian space, then any non-empty 
closed subset V can be expressed uniquely as a finite union V = Vi U . . • U Yr 
where the Yi are irreducible sets and V^ g Vj for i / j. The Yi are called the 
irreducible components of V. Since A^ is a noetherian space, every algebraic 
set in the polynomial ring A = :^[工1,...，工„] can be represented uniquely as a 
union of varieties, no one containing another. We can define the dimension of a 
topological space as follows: 
Definition 3.6 IfX is a topological space, we define the dimension ofX to be 
the supremum of all integers n such that there exists a chain Z^ C Zi C . •. C Zn 
of distinct irreducible closed subsets ofX. The dimension of an affine or quasi-
affine variety is defined to be its dimension as a topological space. 
The dimension of an affine variety Y is also equal to the Krull dimension 
of its affine coordinate ring A{Y). If k is a field, and B is a domain, which is 
also a finitely generated A:-algebra, then the Krull dimension of B is equal to 
the transcendence degree of the quotient field K{B) of B over k. For instance, 
dim(An) = n since K{A^) = k{xi, •. .,Xn) is of transcendence degree n over k. 
The dimension of an affine line A^ is one, since the only irreducible closed subsets 
of Ai are the whole space and the single points. 
3.1.2 Projective varieties 
The following section is parallel to the §3.1.1. 
Definition 3.7 Projective n-space over k is the set P^ consisting of all equiva-
lence classes of (n + l)-tuples (a。，a：,. •.，a„) of elements ofk, not all zero, under 
the equivalence relation given by (ao , . . .，a„)� (Aao ’ . . .，Aan) for all nonzero 
A € k. Thus a set P" can be identified as the space of all lines in A"+i passing 
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through the origin. An element in P^ is called a point. If p e P" is a point, 
^en any {n + l)-tuple (a。，. •.，a„) in the equivalence class ofp is called a set of 
homogeneous coordinates for p. 
On the polynomial ring S = k[xQ, •. •，x^i there is a grading 
^ = 0 ¾ 
d>0 
where Sd is the set of all linear combinations qf polynomials of total weight d in 
补，.• .,a;n. Clearly SdSe C Sd+eVd,e > 0. An element of Sd is called a homo-
geneous polynomial of degree d. Any element of S has a unique decomposition 
as a finite sum of homogeneous polynomials. For more details, see [Ma90]. If 
/ G Sd�that is, /(Axo, •..，\xn) = A^(xo,...，x^), then we have a well defined 
map f : P^ — {0,1} , where f{p) = 0 if / ( a o , . . . , a , ) = 0 and f(p) = 1 if 
/(ao，. •.，an) ^ 0，where (a。，•..，a^ ) is a set of homogeneous coordinates for p. 
If / is a homogeneous polynomial, we define the set of zeros of f to be the set of 
points p in P- where f(p) 二 0. If T is a set of homogeneous elements of S, we 
define the zero set of T to be 
z(T) = {p e P" ： f(p) = ov f e T} 
Definition 3.8 A subset Y of P- is an algebraic set if there exists a set T of 
homogeneous elements ofS such that Y 二 Z{T). 
Definition 3.9 The Zariski topology on P- is defined by taking the open sets to 
be the complements of algebraic sets. 
Definition 3.10 A projective variety is an irreducible algebraic set in F^, en-
—ed —h the induced topology. An open subset of a projective variety is called 
a quasi-projective variety. 
Definition 3.11 The dimension of a projective or quasi-projective variety is its 
dimension as a topological space. 
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Let Y be any subset of P"; the homogeneous ideal of Y in S is the ideal I{Y) 
generated by the set 
{ / € S : / is homogeneous and / (p ) = 0 Vp G Y} 
If Y is an algebraic subset, we define the homogeneous coordinate ring of Y 
to be S{Y) = S/I{Y). 
Clearly, P" has an open cover consisting of affine n-spaces. This property is 
also inherited by projective and quasi-projective varieties. 
3.1.3 Morphisms 
Definition 3.12 Let Y be a quasi-affine variety in A". 
^ function f : Y — k is regular at a point p e Y if there is an open (Zariski) 
neighbourhood U with p e U C Y, and polynomials g, h e k[xu ...，x^] such that 
/i is nowhere zero on U, and f = g/h on U. We say that f is regular on Y if it 
is regular at every point of Y. 
Definition 3.13 Let Y e P^ be a quasi-projective variety. 
v4 function f : Y ^ k is regular at a pointp e Y ifthere is an open neighbourhood 
U with p e U C Y, and homogeneous polynomials g, h G S = k[xQ, Xi,... ’ xJ of 
the same degree, such that h is nowhere zero on U and f = g/h on U. We say 
that f is regular on Y if it is regular at every point ofY. 
Here，we simply refer an affine, a quasi-affine, a projective and a quasi-
projective variety to as a variety. 
Definition 3.14 IfX, Y are two varieties, a morphism 
<p:X^Y 
is a continuous map such that for every open set V C Y, and for every regular 
function f : V ~> k, the function f o cp ： ip'^{V) ~> k is regular. 
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Let 0(Y) be the ring of all regular functions on Y. If p is a point of Y, the 
local ring p on Y, denoted by Op, is the local ring of germs of regular functions 
on Y near p. Op is a local ring and its maximal ideal m is the set of germs of 
regular functions which vanish at p. Ifthe base field k is algebraically closed, the 
residue field kp = Op/m is isomorphic to k. 
For more information, see [Pr92], [Sh94] and [Car91 . 
Definition 3.15 The function field K{Y) of a variety Y is the set of all equiv-
a/ence class ofpairs < U,f> where U is a non-empty subset ofY,fis a regular 
function on U, and where we identify two pairs < U, f > and < V,g > if f = g 
ont/nV^ The elements ofK{Y) are called the rationalfunctions on Y. 
The natural maps 0{Y) — Op — K{Y) are injective. There are two cases for 
which the set Y belongs to. 
Case 1. If Y C A" is an affine algebraic variety, then its affine coordinate ring A{Y) 
is isomorphic to the ring of all regular functions 0{Y). If to each point 
P e ^ we associate the ideal rrip C A{Y) of functions vanishing at p, then 
the map p ~> m^ sets up a one-to-one correspondence between the points 
o f y and the maximal ideals of A{Y). Furthermore, for each point p, the 
localization A{Y)^^ of A{Y) at a ideal m^ is isomorphic to the local ring 
^P- The quotient field of the affine coordinate ring A{Y) is isomorphic to 
the function field K{Y), and hence it is a finitely generated extension field 
of k of transcendence degree = dim Y. 
Case 2. Consider S = k[xo,.. . , x , ] as a graded ring and let Q be a homogeneous 
prime ideal in 5, let T be the multiplicative subset of S consisting of the 
homogeneous elements not in Q. The localization ^ = T-^S of S with 
respect to T has a natural grading given by deg(f/g) 二 d e g / — degg for f 
a homogeneous element on S and g e T. The subring 
^Q) = {f/g e T-'S : deg{f/g) = 0} 
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is a local ring with maximal ideal (Q . T-'S)门 SQ. If S is a domain and 
Q = (0)，then 5(0) is a field. If f e S is a homogeneous element, we denote 
by 5(/) the subring of elements of degree 0 in the localized ring Sj. 
Let S{Y) be the homogeneous coordinate ring of a projective variety Y C 
r \ A characteristic property of such varieties is that the ring of all regular 
functions is identical to the field of constants: 
0{Y) = k, 
that is, the only functions which are regular everywhere on a projective 
variety are the constants. Let p be any point on Y and define the ideal 
^P = {/ ^ S{y) ‘ f is homogeneous and f{p) = 0} 
We then have Op =例7)(爪卩).Furthermore if K{Y) is the function field of 
r，then K{Y)2,S{Y^^o)y 
3.1.4 Rational maps 
Definition 3.16 Let X and Y be varieties. A rational map cp : X — Y is an 
equivalence class ofpairs < U,ipu >, where U is a non-empty open subset ofX， 
_ b ^ ^orphism ofU to Y, and where < U,仰 > and < V,外 > are equivalent 
i/ ifu and ipv agree on U 0 V. The rational map ^ is dominant if for some pair 
< U,(pu >, the image ofcpu is dense in Y. 
Definition 3.17 Two varieties X and Y are called birationally isomorphic, or 
—ly isomorphic if there is a rational map ^ : X — Y which admits an inverse, 
namd2/ a rational map ^ : Y ^ X such that ^ o tp = idx and ip o ^ = idy as 
rational maps. 
Let Y C A" be a hypersurface in affine space defined by the equation f(xi,. •.，Xn)= 
0. Let A" - Y be the set of points in A^ where / ^ 0; if H C A^+i is the algebraic 
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set defined by H = {(工！’…，怎时,）6 A ^ i : W ( : ^ i , . . . , x . ) = 1}，then the 
rational map 
( z i , . . . , a g ^^ (工1，...’工几，广1) 
sets the algebraic sets A- 一 y and H in birational correspondence. In particular 
A" - Y is affine and its affine coordinate ring is the local ring k[Xi,.. .,a;„],. 
Let X and Y be any two varieties. Let ^ : X — Y be a dominant rational 
map represented by the pair < U , _ � . Let / E K{Y) be a rational function 
represented by the pair < VJ〉，where y C y is an open subset and f is a 
regular function on F. Since _ ( " ) is a dense subset of F, the subset ^ - \ V ) is 
nonempty and open in X. Therefore the composite f o 仰 represents a regular 
function on cp-\V), that is f o ^ is a rational function on X. 
This construction gives a bijection between the set ofdominant rational maps 
from X to Y and the set of A;-algebra homomorphisms from K{Y) to K{X). Two 
varieties X and F are birationally isomorphic if and only if their function fields 
K ( X ) and K ( V ) are isomorphic as A:-algebras. 
3.1.5 Non-singular varieties 
Let V C A" be an affine variety of dimension r, and let the ideal of Y be generated 
by the polynomials h,...，/, 6 k[xu .. •，^,], that is I{Y) = (/,,...，/,). The 
classical Jacobian criterion for a point p e Y to be simple is that the rank of the 
matrix [{dfj/dx,){p)] be n - r. Y is said to be non-singular if each of its points is 
simple. Recall that a noetherian local ring A with maximal ideal m and residue 
field k 二 A|m always satisfies dim,(m/m2) > dim>l; ifstrict equality holds, then 
^ is called a regular local ring [Re95, Ma90]. This concept is of relevance in the 
study of non-singular varieties because if K C A- is an affine variety and p e F 
is a point, then p is a simple point on Y if and only if the local ring Op’y is a 
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regular local ring. This intrinsic characterization allows us to make the following 
definition. 
Definition 3.18 Let Y be any variety. Y is non-singular at a point p e Y ifthe 
/oca/ ring Op^ is a regular local ring. Y is non-singular if it is non-singular at 
every point. 
The completion of a local ring A with maximal ideal m can be defined as the 
projective limit 
八 
A = proj limA/m^. 
n 
If A is a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m, then its completion A 
is a local ring with maximal ideal m = m . A and there is a natural injective 
homomorphism A — A. We also have d im^ = dimA. 
I f M i s a finitely generated ^-module, its completion M with respect to the m-
adic topology defined by the system of neighbourhoods {m^M)neN is isomorphic 
y\ 
to M ^A A. The completion of the local ring k[xi, •..，x„] at the maximal ideal 
m = {xi, . • •，Xn) is the ring A:[[xi, •.., xJ] of formal power series over the residue 
field k. 
Definition 3.19 Two points p e X and q G Y are analytically isomorphic if 
there is an isomorphism 
Oj, = 6, 
as k-algebras. 
3.1.6 Smooth models of algebraic curves 
Definition 3.20 Let K be a field and let G be a totally ordered ahelian group. 
A valuation of K with values in G is a map v : K 一 {0} ^ G suvh that for all 
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工,y € k, X, y � # 0，we have 
—)=^W + Hy), y{x + y) > min{v{x), v{y)). 
T"e set R = {x e K : v{x) > 0} U {0} is called a valuation ring ofv and the 
—set m = {x e k : v{x) > 0} U {0} is a maximal ideal of R, therefore R is a 
/oca/ ring. An integral domain in which R is the valuation of its field of quotients 
is c—d a valuation ring. IfR is a valuation ring and K is its field of quotients, 
R '' ^lled a valuation ring ofK. Ifk is a suhfield ofK such that v{x) = 0 for 
a// 00 e k — {0}，then v is called a valuation ofK/k, and R is a valuation ring of 
K/k. 
For more information, see [Za86] and [Ja89 . 
Definition 3.21 A valuation v is discrete if its value group G is the set of inte-
gas. The corresponding valuation ring is called a discrete valuation ring. 
Recall that if A is a noetherian local domain of dimension one, with maximal 
ideal m, then the following notions are equivalent: 
1. A is a discrete valuation ring. 
2. A is integrally closed. 
3. A is a regular local ring. 
4. m is a principal ideal. 
An integrally closed noetherian domain of dimension one is called a Dedekind 
. domain; a typical example is k[x]. The localization of a Dedekind domain at a 
non-zero prime ideal is a discrete valuation ring. For example, if k is an arbitary 
field and f G k[x] is an irreducible polynomial, then the localization k[x]j is a 
discrete valuation ring. All discrete valuation rings of k{x) arise as the localiza-
tions k[x]j with f running over the set of all irreducible polynomials in k[x] or 
f = l/x. 
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Suppose that k is an algebraically closed field. I fp is a point in a non-singular 
curve Y then its local ring Op is a regular local ring of dimension one and hence 
it is a discrete valuation ring. Since k C Op C K, where K is the function field 
of y , Op is actually a valuation ring of K/k . 
There are some lemmas about function fields. 
Lemma 3.1 Let Y be a quasi-projective variety, letp,q e Y, and suppose that 
Op = Og as subrings of 0{Y). Then p = q. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we let Y be an affine variety. Let A be the 
affine coordinate ring of Y. Then there are maximal ideals m, n C A such that 
Op = ^m and Oq = A^. If Oq C Op, then we must have m C n, but since m is 
maximal we have m = n and therefore p = q. The proof is complete. • 
Lemma 3.2 Let K be a function field of dimension one over k, and let x G K. 
Then x is contained in all valuation rings ofK except possibly for a finite number. 
Definition 3.22 
1. ^ri abstract non-singular curve is an open subset U C CK, where K is 
a function field of dimension 1 over k, with the induced topology and the 
induced notion of regular functions on its open subsets. 
忍.A morphism (p : X ~> Y between abstract non-singular curves or varieties 
is a continuous map such that for every open set V C V^ and every regular 
function f : V ~> k, f o ^ p is a regular function on (p~^(U). 
Lemma 3.3 Let X be an abstract non-singular curve, p e X’ Y be a projective 
variety, and 
^ : X - {p} — Y 
he a morphism. Then there exists a unique morphism (p : X — Y extending ip. 
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By lemma 3.3，we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1 (Existence of non-singular models.) Let K he a function field 
0/ dimension one over k. Then the abstract non-singular curve C^ consisting of 
a// valuation rings in K is isomorphic to a non-singular projective curve. 
Theorem 3.2 Let S be a finite set of distinct points on a smooth curve Cj^ with 
— f i e l d K. Assign to each point P e S an integer rrip. Then there is a 
mtona/ function f e K which satisfies the condition ordp{f) = mpMP 6 S. 
For the proof of the above theorems and lemmas, the reader is referred to 
:Car91], [Sh94], [Re95] and [Ma90:. 
3.2 Goppa codes 
We will introduce one of the most important codes, called the Goppa codes. We 
study Goppa,s idea of constructing linear codes from the rational points on an 
algebraic curve. We use the Riemann-Roch theorem to control the transmission 
rate and relative weight rate of the codes. The reader is referred to [Ts91], [Va88] 
and [Car91 . 
We also determine the natural limits for the combined relationship between 
the transmission rate and the relative weight of a code. We will see that there 
is a sequence of binary self-dual codes with its parameters which are better than 
the Varshamov-Gilbert bound. 
3.2.1 Elementary Goppa codes 
There are two basic definitions of the Goppa codes which we would like to review, 
in which they are equivalent by the Cauchy-residue theorem. 
Definition 3.23 Let g{T) be a (monic) polynomial of degree t over F^m . Let L = 
{a i , •. .,Qfn} be a subset ofn-distinct elements ofFgm with g(ai) — 0，1 < i < n. 
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The Goppa code associated with the polynomial g and the set L consists of those 
codewords (ci, • • •，c„) in F^n which satisfy 
n 
E ^ ^ ^ 0 (^od g{T)) (3.1) 
i=l ^ 
Definition 3.24 Let g{T) be a (monic) polynomial of degree t over Wgm with 
9{0ii) # 0，1 S i < n. Associate with the data D =: {L,g}, consider the vector 
space L{D) consisting of rational functions 
f{T)/g{T), d e g / = d e g ^ - l , / e F,[T]. 
Clearly dim^, L{D) = t. Let (^i(T), • •., (pt{T) be a fixed basis of L{D). Define a 
code by means of the parity matrix 
H = {(pi{aj)) row index i = l , . . . , i t , column index j' = l , . . . , n . 
Let w = w{c) denote the Hamming weight of a nonzero codeword c = 
(ci, •. .，c„). The rational function representing c has by equation (3.1), w poles 
and is therefore a quotient A{T)/B{T) of polynomials in F^ m [T] with w = 
degB(T) = degA(T) + 1. Since A(T) is a nonzero multiple of g its follows 
that the weight of this code is > t + 1. 
Now the Fg-vector space L{D) has many bases. The particular choice cpi{T)= 
T'/9{T), 0 < i < t - 1，show readily via a Vandermonde determinant argument 
that the F^m-rank of the corresponding parity check matrix 
H = {aig{aj)-'), 0<i<t-l, 1 < j < n, 
is < t] its rank over F^  is < mt. Hence the Fg-dimension of the code is > n - mt. 
Remark 3.1 Definitions 3.23 and 3.24 are equivalent by the Lagrange-interpolation 
formula. We will seee that the construction of Goppa codes as emheddings of the 
projective line P^ into higher dimensional projective spaces. The above two def-
initions are the same is just a simple manifestation of the (algebraic-geometric) 
duality between rational functions and differentials on an algebraic curve. 
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With the notation as above, the Goppa code r(L,g) associated with the data 
D = {L, g} has the following properties: 
1. dimF, r(L,g) > n - mt. 
2. minimum weight of r(L, g) > t + 1. 
3.2.2 The afRne and projective lines 
Over an algebraic closed field k, the points on the affine line A^k) are in one-
to-one correspondence with the elements of the field k and therefore correspond 
to the monic polynomials of degree one in one indeterminate with coefficients in 
� s o the family of polynomials { T - a : a G k} is the set of closed points on the 
affine line A'(k), If the field k is not algebraically closed, the result is different 
as follows: 
Definition 3.25 Let k 二 F, be a finite field. The monic irreducible polynomials 
m k[T] of degree d in the indeterminate T will he called the closed points of the 
t#ne line A^ {k) rational over k and of degree d. If the point P corresponds to 
^e polynomial f{T) of degree d, we will write deg P = deg / = d. 
Similarly, the projective line can be obtained by adding to the affine line A^ {k) 
a "point at infinity": that is, pi(A;) == A!(AO U {oo}. 
We now consider the functions defined on A^(^)； these are the elements of the 
field of rational functions K = A:(T) in the transcendental element T. The finite 
closed points defined above correspond to discrete valuation rings of k. 
Now, we relate the above definition to the notion of points on the affine 
line. Since the ring of polynomials k[T] is a unique factorization domain, any 
rational function / ( T ) G k{T) can be uniquely represented, up to a constant 
factor as a product of monic irreducible polynomials each appearing with a certain 
multiplicity. Therefore if p(T) is a monic irreducible polynomial corresponding 
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to the point P e A^{k), we define a valuation Vp by 
ordp : k{Ty — Z, f ^ ordp{f) = e 
where f is represented as a quotient of polynomials 
/ 命 ) 、 
where r, s and p are relatively prime polynomials. This defines a discrete valua-
tion on the field k{T) and hence with the point P, one can associate the discrete 
valuation ring 
Rp = {f e k{T) : ordp{f) > 0}. 
This ring can be referred to as the ring of rational functions on the affine line 
Ai {k) which are free of poles at the point P. 
There is another discrete valuation. It is associated to the rational function 
Poo{T) = ^; We will refer to it as the "polynomial corresponding to the point at 
infinity". The discrete valuation corresponding to p � = ^ is defined by setting 
ordoo{f) = a, where / ( T ) = s(T)/r(T) is the quotient of two polynomials in k[T 
and a = degree of r ( T ) - degree of s{T). For example, if / ( T ) is a polynomial 
of degree d then ord^oS = -d. Here ord^o is indeed a discrete valuation and its 
associated ring is 
Roo = {f e k{T) : ordoo{f) > 0}. 
The point of infinity is a point rational over k. We say that the point P�has 
degree 1 over k. 
Theorem 3.3 With notations and assumptions as above the only discrete valu-
ations ofk{T) are: 
1- Vp 二 ordp’ where P is a monic irreducible polynomial in k[T . 
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忍.i^ oo = ordoo, where P^ is the rational function P& = l/T. 
The above theorem justifies the following definition. 
Definition 3.26 Let k be a finite field. The closed points on the projective line 
Pi(AO, rational over k, correspond in a one-to-one manner to the discrete valua-
^2ons ofk{T), the field of rational functions in the transcendental element T. 
The algebraic geometry of the projective line F'{k) consists ofthe study ofthe 
discrete valuation rings of the function field A;(T), where T is a transcendental 
element. In concrete situation where k{T) will appear as the field of rational 
functions on the projective line pi(A^, the function p^{T) = 1 /T will be called 
a local uniformizing parameter at the point P^ o at infinity. If the closed point 
P corresponds to the monic irreducible polynomial p{T) e k[T], then p{T) will 
be called a local uniformizing parameter (l.u.p.) at P. If P is a closed point of 
P1(A0 and t is the corresponding l.u.p, then ordp{t) = 1 and in particular, the 
local ring 
Rp = {/ e k{T) : ordp{f) > 0 } 
has 
^P = {f e k(T) : ordp(f) > 0} 
as a unique maximal ideal. The quotient Fp = Rp|rup is a finite field extension 
of the field of constants k of degree equal to degP, that is, for any closed point 
P on pi(AO, we have 
dimk{Rp/mp) = degP 
Definition 3.27 A discrete valuation ring {R,,m,) of the function field K = 
k{C) is called a closed point ofC. 
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We use the notation Py = (凡具） t o denote the discrete valuation ring and 
the maximal ideal associated to the closed point P^. If ky = Ry/My denotes the 
residue class field of P„, we define 
deg(P^) = [ky, k 
to be the degree of the point Py. Clearly, the closed points are all degree one only 
when k is algebraically closed. 
If K == A;(T) is the function field of the projective line pi(k) then a complete 
list of all the closed points is given by 
1. Those corresponding to monic polynomialsp(T) in K[T], the so-called finite 
closed points and 
2. The point Poo at infinity corresponding to the function Poo{T) = l/7\ 
The mappings 
f : P^ — P" 
play an important role in Goppa's relation between algebraic geometry and coding 
theory. Here / ( P ) = (/。(巧，/i(P),...，/“P)) and the / , are homogeneous forms 
in the coordinates of the point P and of the same degree. It is not true that all 
such maps are well defined, since it may occur that fi{P) = 0 for all i. 
Let d be a positive integer and let /。，fi,... ’ f^ be a basis for the vector space 
of homogeneous forms of degree d in XQ,Xi. The mapping 
P1(A0">P"(A0 
P^{fo{P)Jl{P)....jN{P)) 
embeds the projective line into F^{k) where it now becomes a curve of degree d. 
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3.2.3 Goppa codes on the projective line 
Recall the definition of the codes of 3.2.1 and give a comparison from the point 
of constructions on the projective line. The relevant data consists of a monic 
polynomial g{T) of degree t with coefficients in F � a n d a set o fn distinct elements 
L = {以1，... ’ ^n} in Wgm different from the zeros of g{T). In definition 3.25 one 
is interested in those codewords c = (c!，•..，c,) in f^ for which the relation 
n 
八了）= ^ 7 ¾ 三 0 (mod g{T)) (3.2) 
2 — 1 
holds. These functions form a subspace of the vector space of all functions f(T) 
which satisfy the same condition but where the coefficients c, are allowed to lie 
in ¥gm. 
We can describe this as those rational functions on F'(W,m) which have poles 
at the "points" T 一 a “ 1 < i < n, each of multiplicity at most one and which 
vanish at the "point at infinity" as well as the zeros ofg(T). 
Now we consider a divisor (rational over ¢^) D = P^ + . •. + p^ 一 p^ 一 
Ylp mp . P where 
1. Pu --.Pn,Poo are closed points on F'{F,m) which correspond to the poly-
nomials pi{T) = T - a .^ 1 < i < n, and p^{T) = l / T . 
2. The positive divisor G = ZpmpP corresponds to the factorization 
9{T) = Y[pp{Tr-p 
into a product of monic polynomials, irreducible over ff>，each appearing 
with multipliicity rrip. 
The condition (3.1) is equivalent to the condition 
(/) + D > 0 (3.3) 
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on the principal divisor generated by / ( T ) . The functions which satisfy (3.3) 
with zero adjoined form a vector space L(D) over F^ m of dimension 
l(D) = degD + 1 = n — degg 
and hence dimF, L(D) = m(n 一 degg). In defining the Goppa codes r(L,g) 
we consider only codewords c =. (ci, •. .，c„) G ¥^ for which the corresponding 
rational function 
n^) = iZr^ 
tt^-^i 
belongs to L{D). We obtained the lower bound 
dimFq r( / , g) > n — mt. 
When m = l we have equality; a basis for L{D) in this case is easily seen to be 
g{T)T/f{T), 0 < i < n - t - l , 
where / ( T ) = (T — a i ) . . • (T — a J . 
Before we pass to the second definition of T{L,g) we should point out that 
the main benefit to be gained from the above rational representation lies in the 
control which we have over the weight of a codeword. Let w = w(c) be the weight 
of c = (ci , . . .,Cn) and suppose the poles of the corresponding rational function 
r(T) are in the set {Qi , .. •，Q }^ c { P i , . . . , P^}. Then the vector space 
/ \ 
L Qi + - " 4 - Q ^ - P o o - X ^ m p P 
V p / 
is not empty and hence its dimension satisfies 
w^-degp > 1， 
that is w > 1 + deg g. Hence the weight of F(L, g) is > 1 + deg g. This aspect of 
the rational representation o f r ( L , p ) generalizes without difficulty to codes over 
� 
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algebraic curves. 
Consider a closed point P on the projective line pi(F^), of degree d. Let the 
divisor of a differential be (o;), where cj = fdT. 
Ifthe function / is an element in L{D), that is {f)+D > 0，then the differential 
� = f d T satisfies (a;) + D - 2P^ > 0. Denote Q{P, + . •. + P^ + P^ - G) the 
vector space of differentials which have poles at the points F\,...，P„, P ^ with 
multiplicity at most one and zeros on the support of the divisor G = J2p rupP 
with multiplicities at least mp, that is, 
(^) + Pl + • . • + Pn + Poo - G > 0. 
Multiplication of a function / ( T ) by dT increases the order of the pole at infinity 
by at most two and introduces no other pole. Since a function / in L{Pi H \-
Pri 一 P � 一 ^ ) has a zero at infinity, f{T)dT has at most a simple pole. Hence 
the mapping f h^ f . dT provides an isomorphism of vector spaces 
L(Pi + . . . + P , - P ^ - G ) : ^ n ( P i + . . . + P , + P ^ - C ) . 
Using the notation introduced above we can redefine the Goppa code T{L,g) as 
the image of the residue map 
res : f](Pi + . . . + P^ + P^ - G) — F^ 
� ^ (resp^,.. •, respjjj). 
Since there are no nonconstant functions on p i (FJ free of poles, the mapping 
‘res，is one-to-one and hence the dimension of the image is n - deg G, that is, the 
dimension of L(J\ + h Pn 一 Poo 一 G). 
Definition 2 ofthe Goppa code F(L, g) can now be stated as follows. Consider 
the vector space 
L(G - Poo) = { / G F, (T) ： ( / ) + G - Peo > 0} 
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which is of dimension deg(G — Poo) + 1 = deg G = t, the degree of g; let / i , . . . , ft 
be a basis. The parity check matrix of F(L, g) is given by 
H={fi{Pj)), l<i<t 1 < j < n. 
Remark 3.2 Ifthe divisor G associated with F(L, g) has degree t, then the vector 
space L{G — Poo)； of dimension t, gives rise to a projective space P^~^. Now a 
choice of a basis /•，...，ft-i gives rise to a mapping 
pi — pt-i 
p�/o(n...，/“p)). 
This realizes the projective line as a rational curve C of degree t in P^—i. The 
columns of the parity check matrix for F(L, g) can be thought of as points on 
C. Since a curve of degree t — 1 meets a straight line in at most t — 1 points, 
it follows that any t points cannot lie on the same line; hence the weight of the 
corresponding code F(L, g) is t + 1. 
3.2.4 Differentials and divisors 
Differentials 
Let C be an irreducible curve defined over the field k with K 二 k{C) as its 
function field. A A:-linear mapping 
D.K — K 
satisfying the Leinitz rule D{xy) = xDy + yDx for any two elements x, y of K is 
called a derivation. The set Derk{K) of all derivations of K is a vector space over 
K. Its K-duaA Qfc(K) is the module of differentials on K\ it is equipped with a k-
linear mapping d : K ^ ^k{K) which sends the element x G K to the differential 
dx. The duality between Derk{K) and Qk{^) is given by < D, dx�= Dx. 
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If A is a commutative algebra over k, that is, a vector space over k in which 
a (commutative) product is defined, then a construction similar to that given 
above leads to the definition of the modules ^ ( ^ ) . Let x i , . . . , x , G A and 
/ 6 k[xi,.. .^Xn] and define /,• = df/dxi to be the formal derivative of f with 




df = ^ fidxi 
i=l 
shows that as an ^-module, Qk{A) is generated by dx^.-.^dx^. In particular, 
after passing to quotients and extending d in the obvious manner {d{f/g)= 
(pc?/ - fdg)/g^), we obtain that for K = k{xi,...，工打），the i^-module ^ ( i T ) is 
a finite-dimensional vector space over K generated by dxi,. • •, dx^. 
Proposition 3.1 Let K = k(C) be the function field of an algebraic curve C 
—th field of constants k 二 Fg. Then dim/^  Q.c = 1. 
Let P^ be a closed point of degree d with residue class field ky and l.u.p. t = ty. 
If / G K = k{C) has a formal power series expansion 
f = Y^aju, au e K, 
u 
we have 
df = Y^uaut^-^dt, 
U 
where dt is the differential dual to the derivation D with D{t) = 1. In general 
any differential o; 6 Qc has a power series expansion about the point P^ of the 
form 
w = J2but"dt, hueK 
u 
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Let m be the smallest exponent of a power oftwhich appears with a coefficient 
o-m 7^  0 and let n be the smallest exponent of a power of t which appears with a 
coefficient 6„ 半 0 in the power series expansion of cu. 
Definition 3.28 With notations as above, the orders of a function f and of a 
differential u are given by 
ordy{f) = m, ordy{u) = n 
/ / m > 0 (resp. n > 0), we say Py is a zero of f (resp. ofu). Ifm < 0 (resp. 
n < 0), we say Py a pole of f (resp. ofu). 
Divisors 
The following definitions and properties are parallel to divisors on C in CP^. 
Definition 3.29 Let D = Y^pmpP be a divisor on F^{k). The degree of D is 
the integer 
deg D = y^ mp deg P. p 
Definition 3.30 
1. The divisor of a function f e K{C) is 
if) = J2ordp{f)P. p 
2. The divisor of a differential uj G Q^ is 
⑷ 二 y^jOrdp[uS)P. p 
It is not difficult for the reader to see that, if f G k{T) then deg(/) = 0，the 
degree of a principal divisor is 0. Let f be a function in k{T). If P is a point 
on the projective line F^{k) and ordp(f) > 0，then P is called a zero of / ; if 
ordp{f) < 0, then P is called a pole of / . Clearly the divisor of f can be thought 
as describing the set of zeros and poles with their appropriate multiplicities. 
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Definition 3.31 The canonical class is the set of divisors 
W = {o; G Div(C) : cj e Qc} 
Ifu e Q,c and dego; = 2g - 2，we define the genus ofC to be g. 
Definition 3.32 Let P be a closed point on K = F, (C) of degree d and let t be 
a local uniformizing parameter at P. If the differential u G Qc has the formal 
power series expansion 
^ = X ) a^t^dt, a" G Fgd • 
A^  
Then the residue of u at P is 
resp{u) = tr(a_0, 
—饥汁⑷=工 + 工"+ •.. + 工广、for any x G F—，is the trace mapping. 
There is a corresponding definition of L{D) in P^(A:). 
Definition 3.33 Let D be a dvisor on Y\k). The linear space associated with 
D is 
L{D) = {/ G k{T) : (/) + D > 0} U {0 } 
and letl{D) = d[mkL{D). 
Lemma 3.4 Let nc{D) = {cj e Qc ： {uj) + D > 0} be a vector space of differen-
tials, then 
dimknc{D) = l{W + D) 
where W = (o;) is a divisor of a fixed differential 
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Proof. Let u be a fixed differential and denote its divisor by W = (cj). Multi-
plicition by u induces an isomorphism of vector spaces 
L{W + D) — Qc{D) 
f ^ f ^ 
In fact,afunction f e L{W^D) satisfies (f)^W+D > 0; since ( f ) + {u) = {fu), 
it follows that {fu) + D > 0. This completes the lemma. • 
Theorem 3.4 (Riemann-Roch) Let D be a divisor on C and W = (cj) the 
divisor of a differential Then we have 
l{D)=degD + l - g + l{W-D) 
/n particular, if deg(VT - D) = 2g 一 2 — degD < 0，then l{D) = deg D + 1 一 g. 
Lemma 3.5 (Residue theorem) Let u e Qc be a differential Then 
y^regp(g;) = 0 p 
where the sum YLp is taken over all closed points P on C. 
Hurwitz's theorem 
Another way to determine the genus of a curve is to present X as a branched 
covering of another curve of which one knows the genus. The reader is referred 
to [Va88] and [Car91]. Let 
0 : X ~> Y 
be a non-constant morphism. The degree of 小 is defined as 
deg^^ = [A:(X) ： k{Y)l 
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of L{D), the linear series associated to V is the family of all divisors on C given 
by 
9{y) = {{f) + D : f e V - { 0 } } . 
The linear series consists only of positive divisors. If dim V = r + 1，then g{V)= 
9l- If y = L{D), then g{V) is called a complete linear series; it consists of 
all positive divisors on C linearly equivalent to D. Let F" = F ( F ) denote the 
projective space associated to V, which is made up of all lines in V through the 
origin; let cpo, (pi,...，(p^ be a basis for V. The mapping 
g(V) — pr 
(^0(P0 + h Xr(Pr) + D h^ (Xo, . . .，Xr) 
set up a one-to-one correspondence between the linear series and projective r-
space. If V = L{D) and v?o, • •., ^r is a basis, then the mapping 
f C — pr，V^(P) = (^o (P ) , . . . ,^r (P ) ) 
embeds the curve C in projective r-space as a normal curve, that is, a curve 
which is not the projection of a curve from a larger projective space, of genus g 
and degree s = deg D. 
The embedding (p is of particular importance in the theory of algebraic curves 
ofgenus > 1 which are not hyperelliptic, that is, double coverings ofthe projective 
line ramified at a finite number of points. If C is such a curve and W denotes its 
canoncial class, then, L{W) ~ ^c{0), the space of holomorphic differentials on 
C. If 0；! �ujg is a basis, then 
^ C — P H，^ ( P ) = = ( o ; i ( P ) , . . . , a ; , ( P ) ) 
provides an embedding of C as a non-singular curve in P^—i. 
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the degree of the extension k{X)/k{Y). 
Let P be a closed point of X and let Q be its image. Choose a local parameter 
t in Q. Using 小 we can pull it back to an element of the local ring of P ： ¢*1 e Op. 
We define the ramification index ep of ^ at P as 
ep = ordp{^i*t). 
If ep > 1 then P is called a ramification point and Q is called a branch point. 
Suppose that 0 is separable, that is, k{X)/k{Y) is a separable field extension. 
We define the ramification divisor R on X as follows. Let dt be the differential 
of t at Q. Pull it back to X : cj>*dt. Then if s is a local parameter at P we define 
rp = ordp{^*dt/ds) 
and 
R = YjpP-p 
If the ramification is tame then r> = ep 一 1，otherwise r> > ep 一 1. The 
Hurwitz-Zeuthen formula now computes the genus of X in terms of g{Y) and 
deg(iQ: 
Theorem 3.5 Let ^ : X ~> Y be a nonconstant separable morphism of non-
singular projective curves, then 
^9{X) - 2 = deg{¢){2g{Y) - 2) + degR. 
The reader is referred to [Ts91], [Car91], [Va88] and [Va82 . 
Linear series 
Let C be an irreducible algebraic curve with function field k{C). Let D be a 
divisor of degree s and consider the vector space L{D). If V is a vector subspace 
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3.2.5 Algebraic geometric codes 
On the projective line P! with function field K = F^ m (T) let P^ corresponds to 
the polynomial T 一 a “ 1 < i < n; let G = ZpmpP be the (finite) divisor 
resulting from the factorization g{T) = UpPp{t)^^ into irreducible polynomials 
in ¥qm [r]; let also P^ be the point at infinity corresponding to Poo(T) = l/T. In 
the construction of the Goppa codes we have considered rational functions with 
poles at the points Pj, • •.，P^ and divisible by the polynomial g{T). 
If we let 
\ • 
D = Pl + . • . + Pn + Poo 一 G 
then, the expression 
^ CidT 
^ = \^T^—— 
t t T - ^i 
is precisely an element in the space of differentials Qpi(!)). 
Let Pi , . • •, Pn be n distinct points on C and consider the divisor 
D = Pi + . . . + P^. 
Let G be also a positive divisor on C whose support is not contained in the set 
{ P i , . . . , P n } , that is G = YjQ ^qQ, rnq > 0 and the points that appear in G 
with rriQ > 0 are distinct from the Pj. Let 
^ c { D - G) = {u e Qc ： M + D - G > 0}; 
this is the space of differentials which have zeros at the points Q in the sup-
port of G with multiplicities at least mq and which are regular outside the set 
{ P i , . . •, P„} , where they are allowed to have at most simple poles. This space is 
isomorphic over F, to the space L{K + D - G). By the Riemann-Roch theorem, 
its dimension over F^，is 
dimQc(i:> — G) = dimL{K + D - G) = deg(i^ + D 一 G) + 1 - g + dimL{G 一 D) 
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If we introduce the assumption 
deg(G - D) < 0 
in which case the space L{G 一 D) is empty, then the dimension becomes 
g 一 1 + deg D - deg G 
To a differential u in Qc{D - G), we associate the residue mapping 
{resp,uj,...,resp^cj), 
where resp.u is the residue of oj at the point Pi The residue mapping gives rise 
to a sequence of linear mappings 
0 — Qc(-G) ~> Qc(D - G) AF^. 
where ^^c(-G^) is the kernel of ip, that is, the subspaces of Qc{D - G) consisting 
of differentials which have no poles at the points Pi , . . . ,P^; since ^ c { - G ) ~ 
L[K 一 G), the kernel of the residue mapping is empty if the following extra 
assumption is made: 
deg(7^ 一 G) < 0， 
that is to say 2g - 2 < degg. The image of the residue mapping then defines a 
subspace of FJ isomorphic to ^c{D - G). 
Suppose the differential � has exactly d poles, says at the points Pi , . . •，P^ , 
that is, the vector 
cp(0j) = (respicj,...,respjj) 
has d nonzero components. Then clearly u belongs to the subspace 
^c{Pi + •.. + Pd - G) 
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which is isomorphic to L{K + Pi + . •. + P^ - G)\ the latter space has then to be 
non-empty and we must have 
d 
deg(ii: + Pi + • •. + Prf 一 G) = degK^J2degPi - degG > 0 
i=l 
hence the following inequality for the minimum number of poles of a differential ‘ 
0； in Qc(D 一 G) must hold 
d . rnaxi<i<n{degPi) > degG - 2g + 2 
By the above argument, we get the following definition: 
Definition 3.34 Let C be a smooth, projective, absolutely irreducible algebraic 
cwn;e defined over¥q ofgenus g. Let D 二 Pi + . • - + P^, G be two positive divisors 
on C with disjoint supports and with f\, •..，P„ distinct Suppose that 
2g-2<degG<degD 
Then the image of the residue mapping 
^c[D - G) — F^ 
� ^ {resp^cj, •. •，resp^uj) 
“ 肌 algebraic Goppa code, denote by Tc{D,G). The dimension ofTc{D,G) is 
9 一 1 + deg D 一 deg G and its relative distance d satisfies d. maxi<i<n x (deg 只 ) > 
degG-2^^ + 2. 
A second approach to the definition of algebraic Goppa codes is provided 
by the Residue theorem, which gives a dual description via the parity check 
matrix. To simplify the notation we make the following assumption: All the 
points Pi, • • •，Pn are of degree one over F^. 
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Definition 3.35 With the notations and assumptions as above, let cpi, •.., (p^ be 
a basis over F^ ofL{G). Then the matrix 
H=OMPH), 1 < i < s 1 < j < n 
is the parity check matrix of the code Tc{D, G). 
To estabish the equivalence of the above two definitions we prove tbe following 
lemma, which is a simple corollary of the Residue theorem. 
\ Lemma 3.6 Let (p e L{G) and u e Vtc{D - G). Then we have 
n 
^ip{Pi)resp.{cj) = 0 
i=l 
Prao/. Since {(p) + G > 0 and (o;) + D - G > 0, we have {(pu) + D > 0 and hence 
the poles of (pu are among the points Pi,...，P„ and they are at most simple. As 
each of the points Pi,. •. ’ P^ are of degree one, that is, each (p{Pi) lies in F^, we 
have resp,{(pu) = vp(Pi)resp, (cj). Therefore the Residue theorem implies 
_ _ ^ n n 
0 = Y^resp{ipuj) = ^resp.(ipuj) = ^cp{Pi)resp.{cj). 
p i=l i=l 
This proves the lemma.D 
The equivalence of the two definitions is clear since a codeword 
c = {resp^u,.. •, resp^u) in F c p , G) is according to the lemma, in the null space 
of the parity check matrix H = (<^i(/^j)). 
Remark 3.3 It is possible to modify the definition above so as to include the case 
—ere not all the points Pi, •..，P^ are ofdegree one. For example we could assume 
that the residue fields of all the Pi are all contained in F^m. A code could then be 
defined by considering the image of the residue mapping Q(D - G) ^ (F^m)^ as 
a vector space over ¥g. The dual definition would correspond to the parity check 
matrix H = {(Pi{Pj)) where the cpi are a basis of L{G) over F^m. In this setting 
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^e basic parameters can still be calculatedfrom the Riemann-Roch theorem. This 
variation, which was also introduced by Goppa under the name of{D,G, m)-code, 
•y 卩籠 to be useful when dealing with the problem of constructing sequences 
o/ binary codes with parameters which go beyond the Varshamov-Gilbert hound. 
For details, see [Car91], [Sh94],[Sh95] and [Va88]. 
Remark 3.4 The dimension ofTc{D,G) can be calculated from the second def-
诚—by observing that since 2g 一 2 < deg G, d in^ L{G) = deg G + 1 一 g is the 
mnA; ofH. Hence the dimension of the solution space is n + g 一 1 - degG. 
\ 
3.2.6 Codes with better rates than the Varshamov-Gilbert 
bound and calculation of parameters. 
Let k and d be the dimension and distance of the Goppa codes Tc{D, G) respec-
tively. The basic parameters of the algebraic Goppa codes are the transmission 
rate R = k/n and the relative distance S = d/n. For the code Vc{D, G) defined 
in section 3.2.1 these rates satisfy 
R— n-degG + g-1 
n 
^�deg^-2p + 2 
一 n 
Now we will see that there is a sequences of codes with its parameters which are 
better than the Gilbert-Varshamov bound. The reader is referred to [Va88] and 
;Car91]. We define 
a f f l : = l i m s u p l o g j — ) (34) 
n~>oo n � ) 
where 
M^^d) : = max{M : there exists an (n, M, d) - code overFJ. (3.5) 
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We define the entropy function Hq on [0，1] to be 
f 
rr ( X 0 ifx = 0 
Hq(T) := (3.6) 
^^logg(9 - 1)-工 log^ X - (1 一 x) l o g “ l 一 x) if 0 < x < 宁 
Using Stirling's formula [Va82], we get: 
Lemma 3.7 For 0 < 6 < ^ , we have 
, ^ l o g , n ( n , M ) ^ 
W">00 fl 
There is a bound 
c^(5) > 1 — 糊 (3.7) 
The lower bound of Gilbert bound (3.7) was not improved until recently. The 
bound that we shall find from algebraic geometry is 
_ + ^ ^ ; ^ (3.8) 
To see whether this proves (3.7) we first calculate the tangent to the curve (3.7) 
that has the same slope as (3.8). By differentiating (3.6) we see 
log“^^ - 1) - log^ S + log^(l - S) = 1， 
with solution (¾ = ^ ^ . 
Therefore the line given by (3.8) intersects the curve (3.7) if 
l-ff,(ao)<l-^J^ 
V ^ - 1 
that is 
l + ; ^ < l o g “ ^ - l ) 
This is true for q > 43 but since in (3.8) q must be a square, the smallest value 
of q for which an improvement of (3.7) is found to be q = 49. 
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The upper bounds for Ag{n,5) could be used to prove theorems on algebraic 
curves as follows. The equation (3.8) is true for all q if we replace the right-hand 
side by 
7g ：= lim inf — 
n~>oo ri 
where we consider curves over F^  with n rational points and genus g. However, 
the line (3.8) must remain under the known upper bounds. The bound for 72 
could be improved using the best upper bound for A2{n,5). The best known 
bounds for 7^ are better. 
We now find the upper bound for a{6). From chapter 2，we get the Plotkin 
bound 
A,{n,d)<q^-^+' 
In order to prove a better bound we consider a code C over F^  with M words 
of length n and distance d. We make a list of words as a matrix. We number 
the elements of F^  from 0 to q 一 1. Consider column i of the matrix. Let the 
产 symbol of the alphabet occurs mj times in this column. We calculate in two 
ways the sum of the distances of all ordered pairs of codewords. Taking all pairs 
of rows we find at least M{M — l ) d By looking at the columns we find 
M{M - l)d < ^^mj(M-m}) 
i=l j=0 
= f > 2 _ g ( — 2 ) 
i=l j=0 
^ E ( M ^ - r ^ ( 2 s f ) 
i=l j=0 
= n ^ M \ 
Q 
It follows that 
M < ~ ^ if c / > n ^ 
d — ri2_i q Q ^ 
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This does not work very useful because we do not expect d to be too large. 
However we have a result for o;(5) from this equality, namely 
« W = 0 if ^ < 6 < l . (3.9) 
Q 
To make use of the inequality for smaller values of 6 we define the length n' by 
n,:= ^ ^ ； 
L 9 - 1 J ， 
note that n' < n. We consider the last n 一 n' symbols of all the codewords. 
There is a subset of M' codeowrds ending in the same n - n' synbols, where 
M' > q^'-^M, For this subset the inequality also holds, that is 
<r'-^M < M' < d < d. 
d — n'^~^ 
Q 
Taking d = 6n, n — 00 we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6 (Plotkin bound) 
c^ {S) < 1 - ^ for 0 < S < ^ 
Q - 1 一 q 
a{5) = 0 for ^^<5<l. 
This leaves the region between the two lines for the possible values ofa((^), where 
the two lines are the Plotkin bound line, and the Gilbert-Varshamov curve. There 
are several sharper upper bounds than (3.9). 
We consider self-dual codes again. 
Theorem 3.7 Let C be an binary [n, k]-code, where n = 2t, 1 G C, C E (7丄. 
Then the number of [n, t] self-dual codes that contain C is 
t-k 
n ( 2 ' + 1 ) -
i=l 
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Proof. For k < m < t we count the number a^ of binary [n, m]-codes D such 
that C C D C D^. Clearly a, = 1. If D is such a code (m < t), then £>丄 is 
the union of 2"-^- cosets of D. Since 1 G C, each of these cosets contains only 
vectors of even weight and hence the union of D with any other coset is a code 
D, of dimension m + 1 such that C C D' C (巧丄.Exactly the same argument 
applied to C and D' shows that D' contains 2财1—* - 1 subcodes of dimension 
m that also contain C. So 
^n-2m 一 1 
汉饥+1 二 2^-M _ 1 ^rn {k < m < t). 
Corollary 3.1 
1. There are 
\n-l 
n � + 1 ) 
i=l 
self-dual codes of length n (n even), 
忍 . I f x is a vector of even weight, x • { 0 , 1 }， t h e n there are 
|n-2 
n ( 2 ' + 1 ) 
i=l 
self-dual codes that contain x. 
Proof. 
1. Every self-dual code contains {0,1}. 
2. Apply theorem 3.7 to the code C generated by 1 and 工. 
Suppose n is even and d = Sn. The number of even-weight vectors a: with 
weight less than d is less than V2{r1,d). Therefore corollary 3.1 implies that 
a self-dual binary code of length n with minimum distance at least d exists if 
K(n,cO < (2^^-1 + 1). Fromlemma3.7, weseethati f i^J) < |,thenasequence 
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of such codes with n ^ 00 exists. The Gilbert-Varshamov bound (theorem 3.7) 
states that for 乐 ⑷ = | , we have 
� � ^ i 
so we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.8 There exists a sequence of binary self-dual codes that meets the 
Gilbert Varshamov bound. 
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